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ABSTRACT 

 
In 2011, Don’t Ask Don’t Tell was repealed and gay and lesbian service members were allowed 
to serve openly. In 2016, all occupational specialties throughout the military became open to 
women. As gender and sexual minorities become more visible throughout the military, specifically 
leadership roles, how do these individuals perform leadership within a masculine gendered 
institution? This thesis analyzes leadership practices of gender and sexual minorities in the U.S. 
Navy through narratives. Extensive research exists in the analysis of leadership and its intersection 
with gender identity, specifically women. However, research across different fields of inquiry that 
explores both leadership style and sexual identity are nearly non-existent. The military, considered 
an arbiter of American masculinity (Disler, 2008), serves as an interesting context to explore 
leadership styles of people with gender and sexual minority identities. The data consist of fourteen 
interviews of Naval Officers of diverse gender and sexual identities who attended the U.S. Naval 
Academy and served as Surface Warfare Officers. I focus on six narratives elicited in the 
interviews about standing watch as the Officer of the Deck that I refer to as “sea-stories”. Applying 
a discourse analysis approach and incorporating the theoretical frameworks of intertextuality 
(Kristeva, 1986), positioning (Davies and Harré, 1990) and social stances and acts (Ochs, 1993),I 
examine the construction of a leader identity that is necessary to “do leadership”, identifying the 
creation of intertextual links as a key part of this construction. I then introduce two leadership 
styles, relationally-oriented and self-oriented, for analyzing leadership performance in narratives. 
I argue that within the context of the sea story, the participants all maintain the same objective, to 
ensure the safe navigation of the ship. The manner in which they do so determines their leadership 
style. The findings suggest that the participants who identify as LGBT convey a relationally-
oriented leadership style by depicting achievement as a cooperative effort, most notably by using 
“constructed dialogue” (Tannen, 2007), in contrast to the heterosexual men who demonstrated self-
oriented leadership styles. 
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On the strength of one link of the cable 
Dependeth the might of the chain 

Who knows when thou mayest be tested 
So live like thou bearest the strain! 

-The fourth law of the Navy 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. military, considered an arbiter of American masculinity (Disler, 2008), serves as 

a backdrop to foreground gender and sexual minority identity and leadership performance against 

the historically and predominately male archetype of soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen. While 

much of the existing scholarship on leadership performance relies on studies of the discourse of 

(presumably heterosexual) men and women, research investigating leadership as performed by 

individuals who identify as LGBTQ+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and additional 

identities) is limited. For this thesis, I conducted fourteen sociolinguistic interviews with naval 

officers (three heterosexual men, three heterosexual women, three gay men, one bisexual man, two 

lesbian women, and one transgender man and one transgender woman) and analyzed six narratives, 

or sea stories, that conveyed leadership challenges at sea while standing watch as Officer of the 

Deck (OOD), or in support of the OOD as the Junior Officer of the Deck (JOOD).  

The six sea stories were chosen among the fourteen interviews because they depicted the 

participant performing leadership as either the OOD, or the JOOD while also demonstrating the 

canonical Labovian structure of narratives (e.g., Labov, 1997) for ease of comparison. Sea stories 

depicting the OOD were chosen because as Admiral Stavridis (2001) points out, the  OOD is the 

“direct representative of the Captain and he or she acts with all the authority of command and, next 

to the Captain and the Executive Officer, is the most important person on the ship” (p. 1). Thus, 

by virtue of the participant self-depicting as the OOD during challenging circumstances, the 

participant as a story-teller can depict him or herself as a leader. 
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In this thesis, I first examine how participants discursively construct leader identities as 

they perform leadership within their sea stories. Integrating Davies and Harré’s (1990) positioning 

theory and Och’s (1993) notions of “social identity”, “social acts”, and “stances” in what Bamberg 

(1997) calls the “story world”, I demonstrate the emergence of a leader identity within each 

sea story. Through the emergence of the leader identity in the sea story, I suggest the story-teller 

conveys their leadership style as either self-oriented or relationally-oriented. I argue that within 

each sea story, the primary goal within the story world is to maintain the safety of the ship. Thus, 

I argue to portray leadership style within these sea stories, the story-teller can depict  interactions 

by choosing to include other characters to either demonstrate accomplishing a goal as a 

relationally-oriented achievement or to focus on the self and describe the accomplishment as an 

individual achievement.  Within these interactions, participants voice themselves and sometimes 

their interlocutors through what Tannen (2007) calls, “constructed dialogue”. 

 In my analysis, I found that each naval officer demonstrated what French and Raven (1959) 

call “expert power”, power derived from knowledge, and “legitimate power”, power derived from 

institutional role to establish and reify their leader identity. To elucidate the professional practices 

of standing watch on the bridge as an OOD, I draw on Kristeva’s (1986) concept of “intertextuality” 

and Bakhtin’s (1986) “chain of speech communication” (p. 94) to ascertain the use of U.S. Navy 

instructions and phraseology within these sea stories. In other words, the story-tellers demonstrated 

expert power to construct identity and establish credibility by relying on “prior text” (Becker, 1994) 

which they “entextualized” and then “recontextualized” (Bauman & Briggs, 1990) into their sea 

story.  

  It is not surprising that each story-teller demonstrated their expertise as OODs. Thus, the 

primary difference between the sea stories was the story teller’s decision to convey a self-oriented 
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or a relationally-oriented leadership style. The two heterosexual men demonstrated a self-oriented 

leadership style within the story world. Their sea stories reflected the narrative construction typical 

of men identified by Johnstone (1990), that men often function in the story world as the protagonist. 

The two men established credibility as naval officers by demonstrating expert and legitimate power 

in their narratives by positioning themselves relative to their Captain, thereby inferring their 

significance as only second to the Captain. The one heterosexual woman first demonstrated a 

relationally-oriented leadership style by positioning herself relative to her Captain and a Conning 

Officer, usually an officer junior to the OOD, in the presence of an on-coming challenge. However, 

in a moment of extremis, she resorted to a self-oriented leadership style in order to execute a 

tactical maneuver. Interestingly, the gay man, lesbian woman, and transgender man each 

negatively evaluated the self-oriented leadership style of themselves or another character in their 

sea story. In the case of the gay man, it was his own performance of a self-oriented leadership style 

which he negatively evaluated. The lesbian woman negatively evaluated the self-oriented 

performance of another officer when that officer failed to demonstrate the appropriate expertise, 

or expert power, as the OOD. The transgender man demonstrated a relationally-oriented leadership 

style while also negatively evaluating the performance of another OOD for also lacking the 

required expertise.  Lastly, all participants, with the exception of the two heterosexual men, 

provided a coda that brought the listener out of the story world in order to reflect on their 

performance of leadership.  

The purpose of this thesis is not to determine whether one method of leadership is good or 

bad, but rather, to situate the leadership performed by people who identify with marginalized 

gender and sexual identities within the existing scholarship. By illuminating the leadership 
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practices of these individuals, I hope to contribute to the overall understanding of how leadership 

is performed, specifically in the context of the U.S. military.  

The remainder of this thesis proceeds as follows. Section two defines what I mean by 

gender and sexual identities within the context of this thesis and in the military. I draw upon 

discussions of cultural and ideological views of masculinity (e.g. Connell, 1995) to elucidate the 

discriminatory ideology that motivated policies such as Don’t Ask Don’t Tell which prohibited 

gay men and lesbian women from serving openly and the Combat Exclusion Act which prohibited 

women from serving in combat roles. By understanding the motivations for these policies, I 

highlight the importance of understanding the significance of LGBTQ+ individuals and women 

serving in the military. 

The third section is the literature review which is divided into two parts. The first part 

discusses previous scholarship in regard to leadership performance. The second part turns to the 

theoretical frames pertaining to the discursive approach to understanding identity and leadership 

construction.  I first discuss existing research on identity construction as it pertains to creating a 

leader identity in interaction or in narratives. I then look closer at the intertextual and 

interdiscursive frameworks responsible for maintaining and perpetuating culture and ideology 

within institutions.  

The fourth section is divided into four parts in order to describe the data and methodology. 

The first part provides descriptions of the participants. The second part elaborates on the interviews 

conducted to elicit the sea stories. The third part further explains the theoretical frameworks 

applied to the units of analysis to examine the construction of a leader identity and the performance 

of a leadership style. The fourth part provides details regarding the other watch-standers with the 

OOD.    
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In the fifth section, I present my analysis of the six sea stories. This section is divided into 

two parts. The first examines how a leader identity is constructed in the demonstration of expert 

power and legitimate power, and thus establishing credibility. The second explores leadership style 

as being relationally-oriented or self-oriented. After the analyses, I provide a summary and 

discussion of the sea stories. In this last part, I draw comparisons and differences between the 

different sea stories. 

In the final section, I situate my thesis within other studies on leadership and discuss 

possible applications for this study, primarily within the military where gender and sexual 

minorities are becoming more visible in leadership positions as the U.S. military moves further 

way from the discriminatory policies that once prohibited their service. 
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GENDER AND SEXUAL IDENTITIES 

Before moving forward within this study, I must first define what I mean by gender and 

sexual identities and leadership within the context of the military. Drawing from Queen’s (2007) 

definition I define gender identity as one’s self-identified gendered performance, e.g. masculine 

and feminine; and sexual identity as one’s orientation toward a gender identity of sexual desire, 

e.g. gay, lesbian and bisexual. Further, I define masculinity and femininity as social constructs for 

behavior associated with their respective biological sex. Connell (1995) sees masculinity as 

relational. Maintaining the gender dichotomy, Connell states, “Masculinity does not exist except 

in contrast to femininity” (p. 68). Therefore, the claim that the military is a masculine gendered 

institution (Kronsell, 2005; Disler, 2008) is linked to the various factors where a masculine gender 

has been associated with the military, such as (1) the military being predominately male, (2) 

women in the past being excluded from specific roles based on gender, (3) men being required to 

register for selective service, (4) prior to 2011, the discriminatory policy DADT preventing gay 

men and lesbian women from serving openly, and (5) the revival of the transgender ban in 2019. 

In regard to the exclusion of gay men from the ideals of masculinity, Connell (1995) further 

states, “The most important case in contemporary European/American society is the dominance of 

heterosexual men and the subordination of homosexuality or gay identity. Gay men are 

subordinated to straight men by an array of quite material practices” (p. 78). In other words, being 

gay is discordant with ideals of masculinity as gay men are positioned as inferior to straight men. 

Under the DADT policy (10. U.S.C. 654, 2007) homosexuality created “an unacceptable risk to 

the high standards of morale, good order and discipline, and unit cohesion that are the essence of 

military capability” (p. 299). Thus, if “gayness is associated with femininity” (Connell, 1995, p. 

78), then the justification for prohibiting homosexuals in the military paralleled the same 
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discriminatory practices that prevented women from joining. For example, when the service 

academies began admitting women in the late 1970s, General William C. Westmoreland, retired 

Army Chief of Staff, stated, “The purpose of West Point1 is to train combat officers, and women 

are not physically able to lead in combat” (U.S. Department of Defense, 2010, p. 86). Thus, in 

addition to homosexuals being an unacceptable risk to the aforementioned standards of the military, 

they were also seen as incompatible.  

Toward the end of the DADT era, the department of defense recognized that homosexual 

service members were actively serving. According to a study which surveyed nearly 400,000 

active and reservist service members, 69% of those surveyed believed they have or were at the 

time serving with a homosexual service members (U.S. Department of Defense, 2010). In regard 

to homosexual leaders, 38% responded to have worked in units with a homosexual leader and 50% 

of those responded their leader’s sexual orientation had no effect on the unit’s cohesion. While the 

study eventually led to justifying the repeal of DADT, the questions in regard to leadership 

presuppose the assumption that being homosexual has an effect on the perception and effectiveness 

of leadership. While the study focused primarily on the perceived effects of leadership by gay and 

lesbian service members on unit cohesion, morale, the study did not investigate how leadership is 

performed. 

  

                                                        
1 West Point is the colloquial name for the United States Military Academy (USMA). 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The literature review is divided into two main sections. The first section addresses the 

different approaches to understanding leadership, primarily within the field of psychology. I draw 

from these studies as guidance for a definition of leadership. The second section turns to the 

theoretical frameworks used to elaborate how the understandings of leadership in the first section 

manifest in language. The second section is divided further in to two parts. First, I address identity 

construction in discourse in order to lay the foundation for understanding how individuals first 

construct their leader identity. Second, I present theorizing that draws from frameworks on 

intertextuality and interdiscursivity which helps to explain relevant knowledge that reifies the 

leader identity of the story teller to discursively establish their credibility as an Officer of the Deck 

in the story world. 

 

Leadership as Performance 

 In regard to leadership, I must also provide definitions in the context of the military as 

many scholars have tackled the concept in various fields of inquiry. Van Langenhove et. al (2016) 

defines leadership broadly as a “psychological characteristic applied to human beings” (p. 13) 

where an actor can influence another actor. Similarly, Walker and Artiz (2014) state, “Leadership 

is defined as the ability to influence a group toward the achievement of goals”; they further 

distinguish between a leader, as a person that “produces change and movement”, and a manager, 

a person that “produces order and consistency” (p. 1-2). 

Within the field of psychology, one conceptualization of leadership through style is the 

distinction of transformational leadership in contrast to transactional leadership (Burns, 1978; 

2010). Research in transformational leadership examines the ability of a leader to empower and 
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stimulate growth among subordinates to not only exceed performance expectations, but also strive 

to be leaders as well (Bass et al, 1996; Bass and Riggio, 2005). Walker and Artiz (2014) provide 

the following description: “transactional leadership is characterized by a give-and-take 

relationship using rewards as an incentive, while transformational leadership is loosely defined as 

a charismatic leadership style that rallies subordinates around a common goal with enthusiasm and 

support” (p. 90). In other words, transactional leadership orients towards results and outcomes 

while transformational leadership orients towards facilitating cooperative and supportive 

relationships (Schnurr, 2009). 

 Fairhurst (2007), on the other hand, does not distinguish between a manager and leader in 

the achievement of leadership through discourse. In her development of the methodological 

approach, discursive leadership, she draws from Robinson’s (2001) definition that “Leadership is 

exercised when ideas expressed in talk or action are recognized by others as capable of progressing 

tasks or problems which are important to them” (p. 93). Lastly, the U.S. Navy officially defines 

leadership as “the sum of those qualities of intellect, of human understanding, and of moral 

character that enable a man to inspire and to manage a group of people successfully” (Stavridis, 

2000, p. 8). Similar to Fairhurst and Robinson’s definition, the U.S. Navy conflates the 

characteristics of managing and leading within their definitions of leadership.  

Here, I focus on the discursive production of leadership through the demonstration of 

French and Raven’s (1959) terms “expert power”, the necessary knowledge or epistemic authority, 

and the “legitimate power”, the institutional role, and how those elements of power are produced 

in interactions constructed in narratives. Additionally, I draw from Walker and Artiz’s (2014) 

definitions of transformational and transactional leadership style; however, I depart from their 

understanding and present a different approach to understanding leadership style within the context 
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of narrative. Walker and Artiz discuss leadership style as either transactional (goal-oriented) or 

transformational (relationally-oriented). Within the context of the narratives I examine, the 

participants all share the common goal, maintaining a safe watch as the Officer of the Deck. Thus, 

within these narratives, I argue each participant is goal-oriented; however, the variability exists in 

their creation of and orientation to characters in the story world. Thus, they demonstrate either a 

self-oriented or a relationally-oriented leadership style within the story world. 

In the narratives examined here, in order to construct a credible identity as a naval officer, 

each participant demonstrated epistemic authority by using specific Navy phraseology that refers 

to Navy publications. In some cases, the participants explicitly cited the Rules of the Road2 or their 

Captain’s Standing Orders. Additionally, and of interest to this thesis, the participants varied in 

the number of relevant characters constructed in their narratives in order to position themselves 

vis-à-vis to demonstrate socially recognized behaviors associated with standing watch on the 

bridge. In the following sections of this literature review, I will turn to the discursive strategies 

that allow for the construction of the leader identity and the performance of a leadership style. 

 

The Sea Story as Narrative 

The sea story can be classified within the definition and characteristics of Labov and 

Waletzky’s (1967) “oral narratives of personal experience”. Most naval officers and sailors in the 

U.S. Navy will have their own personal sea story, often beginning with “So there I was…” and 

refer to a challenging experience while deployed at sea. By telling sea stories, naval officers and 

sailors allow their identities to be performed and provide what Schiffrin (1996) describes as “a 

                                                        
2 Rules of the Road is the colloquial term for the “Navigation Rules: International – Inland”, a manual containing the 
“International regulations for the prevention of collisions at sea” (COLREGS, 1972). The manual contains guidance 
for navigating in vicinity of other maritime vessels as well signals displayed as lights and shapes from a ship’s mast. 
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self-portrait: a linguistic lens through which to discover peoples’ own (somewhat idealized) views 

of themselves as situated in a social structure” (p. 199). In other words, their idealized identity (in 

most cases) as a naval officer in the context of leadership can emerge within these sea stories. 

As a genre, the sea story reflects not only dominant ideologies of the U.S. Navy but what 

Berger and Luckmann (1976) call the “institutional order”, the linguistic norms and 

communicative practices of a given institution. Swales (2013) broadly defines genre as “a class of 

communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative purposes” (p. 58). 

Bauman (2004) elegantly defines genre as “one order of speech style, a constellation of 

systematically related, co-occurred formal features and structures that serves a conventionalized 

orienting framework for the production and reception of discourse” (p. 3). As sea stories allow the 

story-teller to convey their sense of self, identity, or self-portrait as Schiffrin describes it, they also 

situate themselves within the institution of the U.S. Navy by conveying their experience by 

employing linguistic norms and practices of the institution.  

Having established and defined what I mean by sea story, I will now situate my analysis of 

the sea story narrative within the discussions of identity construction in discourse and within the 

prevalence of intertextuality and interdiscursivity as orienting frameworks in institutions. As many 

analyses on narratives before me, I draw from Davies and Harre’s (1990) positioning theory in 

order to analyze the emergence of identities combined with Och’s (1993) notions of “social 

identities”, “social acts” and “stances” within what Bamberg (1997) calls the “story world”. As 

identities, specifically leader identities, emerge, I demonstrate how the story-teller conveys their 

leadership style by use of French and Raven’s (1959) notions of expert power and legitimate power. 

To do so, I rely on the sea story as an orienting framework that is produced by the repetition, or 

“interdiscursive appropriation” (Bhatia, 2010), of Navy instructions, or in Becker’s (1994) terms 
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“prior text”. I found, in order to demonstrate leadership style, by enacting power, the story-tellers 

in this study relied on the depictions of interactions in the story world entailing the use of Tannen’s 

(2007) concept, constructed dialogue, the voicing of others.  

 

Identity Construction in Discourse 

 In narrative and conversation analysis, the emergence of identity can be examined with 

Davies and Harre’s (1990) positioning theory, defined as the alignments taken by participants in 

interaction relative to their interlocutors in order to co-construct a story line. Specifically, in 

narrative, Bamberg (1997) provides a map, or levels of positioning, to further examine the different 

layers of identity construction by way of different positionings a story-teller can take. Bamberg 

provides the three following levels (p. 337): 

Level 1: How are the characters positioned in relation to one another within the reported    
   events? 
Level 2: How does the speaker position him- or herself to the audience? 
Level 3: How do narrators position themselves to themselves? 

At level one, Bamberg describes the positioning of characters vis-à-vis other characters in the story 

world, or the experience being referenced and told by the story-teller. At level two, Bamberg 

describes the relational work being done in the present time, the story-telling world. As the story-

teller constructs their narrative, they also position themselfin alignment or disalignment with their 

audience in order to situate their narrative in the local context. At the same time, at level three, the 

story-teller situates their narrative within the global context. In other words, level three examines 

the story-teller’s positioning of themselves within dominant ideologies and discourse. 

 Examining positioning in the story world and the story-telling world, Clifton (2014a) 

illuminates the function of small stories in the construction and emergence of a leader identity. 

According to Clifton, prior research only identified the discursive practices of “a priori researcher-
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designated ‘leaders’ in an interview” (p. 111) rather than investigating the discourse employed by 

individuals in their workplaces to reflexively talk themselves into leader identities in order to do 

leadership. In other words, participants in prior research were predetermined to be leaders, so 

researchers only minimally investigated the discursive practices that allow them to emerge as 

leaders. To analyze the construction of leadership in interaction, Clifton analyzed a work place 

meeting of a French language company, Rijsel Languages, where the participants discussed their 

business practices in relation to a rival language company. The discussion concerned to the 

company not requiring clients to pay their tutors for no-shows, thus creating a “client-friendly” 

image for the company. Clifton parsed the discursive strategies employed by Alice, the manager, 

in the meeting into Bamberg’s three levels of positioning. He found that Alice in the story world 

first depicts an interaction between clients regarding the payment for no-shows, allowing her to 

make sense of the interaction to her coworkers. She then personifies Rijsel Languages within the 

story world as a character to act in favor of the client, in so doing, she performs leadership by 

defining the behavior of the company. On level two, the story-telling world, Clifton found Alice 

again personifying the company through the use of the first-person plural “we” to identify their 

course of action. In this way, Clifton states that Alice “is able to speak on behalf of the organization 

by giving it voice” (p. 111) and again performs leadership by giving meaning to the company in 

the story-telling world in the local context of the meeting. At level three, Alice’s narrative positions 

the company within the global context, as being a customer and client friendly business. Thus, 

Clifton, by demonstrating the notion of positioning within the different levels, conveys Alice’s 

discursive performance of leadership through a narrative which allows her identity to emerge as a 

leader. 
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 In Clifton’s discussion, he uses positioning to identify the emergence or construction of a 

leader identity but does not examine the function of socially recognized behaviors that point to, or 

index, a priori identities. Within the sea story and narratives of institutions, story-tellers can 

explicitly enact in the story world specific institutional roles. In Ochs’ (1993) concept of “social 

identity”, which she describes as “social statuses, roles, positions, relationships, and institutional 

and other relevant community identities” (p. 288), she claims that individuals maintain a repertoire 

of identities that emerge in context and interaction.  She also shows how individuals rely on 

linguistic resources such as “social acts”, or socially recognized behaviors, and “stances”, or 

socially recognized points of view, to perform such identities. Elsewhere, Ochs (1992) also 

discusses the role of social acts as “indexing gender”. She claims, “the relation of language to 

gender is constituted and mediated by the relation of language to stances, social acts, social 

activities, and other social constructs” (p. 337). In other words, while positioning formulates an 

identity in relation to other interlocutors, Ochs suggests that how we position ourselves and the 

positions we take can index socially constructed identities.  

 Drawing from Och’s (1992) notion above that language and gender is “indexically 

mediated”, Kendall (2004) developed a model for analyzing language and gender through 

positioning via socially recognized behaviors, which also builds on Tannen’s (1994b) linguistic 

framing approach to investigate the gendered identities of men and women in face-to-face 

interactions. In Tannen’s linguistic framing approach, Tannen suggests instead of saying that 

language and gender is “sex-linked” as coined by Goffman (1977), Tannen (1994b) states, “we 

mean to say, ‘sex-class linked’” (p. 195).  So, in addition to the manner of speaking being 

associated with a gendered individual, it is more broadly associated with the “class” of the speaker 

(the class of women, or the class of men). Kendall (2004) illustrates her approach through the 
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analysis of the discourse of a female technical director, Carol, at a radio network, specifically the 

interactions between her and a male colleague, Ron, and her and a male subordinate, Harold. In 

addressing a technical issue with Ron, Carol creates a “problem-solving frame” where both are 

equal. However, this is contrasted with Ron’s “expert frame” that positions him as the authority 

figure despite their equal status. When addressing another technical issue with Harold, a 

subordinate, Carol creates a frame of mutual expertise and knowledge. Kendell suggests that by 

not using imperative forms or directives to Harold, but rather formulated directives as a joint task, 

Carol again exercises face-saving strategies. In doing so, Kendall’s analysis provides evidence that 

is consistent with previous research that when in positions of authority, women, more so than men, 

will create egalitarian relationships despite their hierarchal position by drawing on gendered 

discourse. 

 Also drawing form Ochs’ (1993) claim that the relationship between language and gender 

is indirect, Holmes (2006) discusses interactive styles that can index femininity and masculinity 

and identifies “hero-manager stories” (p. 176) as exemplars of gendered discourse within 

workplace narratives. Holmes argues that within workplace narratives, “professional and gendered 

identity line up relatively neatly for men, but not so comfortably for women” and that these hero-

manager stories are reflective of the “stereotypically masculine narrative of contest where the hero 

overcomes great odds to succeed” (pp. 175-176). In one such hero-manager story, Victor, a 

managing director of a growing company, discusses the hardships experienced during the 

company’s early beginnings. In telling his narrative, Victor describes the sacrifices incurred by 

him and his male business partner. When the interviewer further inquired if it was just the two of 

them, Victor reveals their wives also helped however continues to refer to himself and his business 

partner as primary agents in the business. Holmes suggests that Victor’s narrative represents a 
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masculine hero-manager story of contest via the erasure of the wives’ part in the business coupled 

with a demonstration of masculine corporate discourse, characterized by assertiveness.  

 In addition to the positions we take in interaction or within our narratives and the social 

identities we reveal through various linguistic resources, identity also emerges through the 

demonstration of knowledge. But also, when creating alignments through positioning or enacting 

specific social identities, the ability to demonstrate epistemic primacy, or the “relative rights to 

knowledge” (Stivers et al., 2011, p. 13), gives credence to those positions and identities. Raymond 

and Heritage (2006) investigate emerging identity by analyzing how participants negotiate rights 

to specific knowledge in interaction. In their article, they provide a conversation analysis approach 

to determining the “epistemics of social relations” in regard to the “method for managing rights to 

identity-bound knowledge in self-other relations” (p. 678). In other words, they explore who 

possesses the epistemic authority to a specific subject in relation to co-participants, as well as how 

identities are formed from the difference in epistemic rights. To illustrate the management of 

epistemic rights, Raymond and Heritage analyze a conversation between two elderly women, 

Jenny and Vera. The conversation pertains to Vera’s grandchildren, whom Jenny briefly met. By 

meeting Vera’s grandchildren, Jenny possesses epistemic access and rights, however by virtue of 

Vera’s kinship, Vera possesses greater epistemic rights. In demonstrating greater epistemic rights, 

Vera emerges as the grandmother in the social interaction. 

 In the context of leadership, Clifton (2014b) applies a conversation analysis approach to 

examining the discursive strategies of participants in a business meeting. He specifically follows 

Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson’s (1974) “turn-by-turn construction of social order” to examine 

how the participants in the meeting negotiate epistemic rights that result in the emergence of leader 

identities reflective of the company’s institutional hierarchy. In the meeting, the main participants 
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were Andy, the director, Betty, Andy’s assistant, and two other employees, Chris and Debbie. The 

meeting pertained to the logistics of the Assistant Director General, Jim, visiting the head office 

and an understanding of Jim’s function in the company as the Assistant Director General. In the 

meeting, Andy introduces the next topic regarding Jim, and in doing so makes relevant his 

institutional role and authority by controlling the direction of the conversation. However, when 

Andy downgrades his knowledge regarding Jim’s role, he also reduces his claim to epistemic 

primacy. Following up on Andy’s downgrade, Betty takes the next turn to introduce her 

understanding of Jim’s role to co-author with Andy their collective understanding and knowledge 

which results in them constructing a team separate from Chris and Debbie predicated on their 

collective knowledge. Thus, Clifton shows that within a business meeting, participants, by 

demonstrating their knowledge, make relevant an “in-group and out-group based on epistemic 

states” (p. 9) which reflect their hierarchal status in the company. In other words, by virtue of Andy 

and Betty demonstrating their knowledge of the head office and Jim’s role, they talk into being 

their leader identities.  

 In this section, I elaborated on three concepts essential to my analysis of identity 

construction, (1) Davies and Harré’s (1990) positioning theory, (2) Ochs’ (1993) notion of social 

identities, social acts, and stance, and (3) epistemic authority and rights. In the sea stories I 

analyzed for this thesis, each participant demonstrated each of these concepts through the 

discursive strategies they used to locate themselves in the story world as leading a bridge team as 

the Officer of the Deck or working in support of the Officer of the Deck. In the second section, I 

draw from various scholars’ discussions on intertextuality as an approach to illuminating the 

significance of establishing credibility in the story-telling world. Of significance is the process of 

“entextualization” of texts (Bauman and Briggs, 1990; Bauman, 2004), which demonstrates the 
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use of specific Navy instructions from one instruction into another instruction, and eventually into 

the narrative. I argue that within the sea stories, the participants rely on their ability to 

recontextualize specific Navy instructions that support the positions they take, the social identities 

they convey, and most of all, their demonstration of epistemic authority as a naval officer. 

 

Intertextuality, Interdiscursivity and Institutions 

The concept of intertextuality was first introduced into the western world by Kristeva (1986) 

in her idea that a text is “a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of 

another” (p.37) which echoes Bakhtin’s (1986) “chain of speech communication” (p. 94), or 

“dialogicality”, that every utterance is combined in a link and “cannot be broken off from the 

preceding links that determines it both from within and from without, giving rise within it to 

unmediated responsive reactions and dialogic reverberations”. Crucial to the understanding of 

intertextuality is the process of “entextualization” of texts (Bauman and Briggs, 1990; Bauman, 

2004), the process of making texts extractable so that “prior texts” (Becker, 1994) can be 

decontextualized and recontextualized in future utterances.   

The use of intertextuality in narratives has the capability of serving as a vehicle that 

perpetuates institutional expectations, ideals, or culture. De Fina and Georgakopoulu (2012) 

discuss the use of narratives in institutional settings such as a police interview, where people “tell 

their narratives to or in the presence of someone who has greater power in terms of knowledge 

about the functioning of the institution or organization in which the encounter is taking 

place” (p. 129). For example, Heydon (2005), points out in police interviews with suspects, the 

interviewers “formulate a suspect’s narrative as a police version which excludes contextual 

information provided by the suspect” (p. 146). In other words, the suspects accounts are 
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recontextualized by question design in order to fit the police narrative or what Goodwin (1994) 

calls professional vision.  

Analyzing the construction of the leader identity in an executive business school classroom, 

Trester (2015) examines the process of entextualization of professional experiences of the students 

and the recontextualization of those experiences into a narrative to either align or disalign with the 

professor’s lesson and to establish their credibility to do leadership. Trester specifically highlights 

the directionality of intertextual relationships within the classroom. Among her three examples, 

the first two examples were conveyed in the past tense as expected of tellings of past experience 

that were looking back in time. It is not until prompted by the professor that the students 

recontextualize again their experience to looking forward in a manner that demonstrates the 

professor’s point. Alternatively, in the third example, the student is “intertextually looking forward” 

(p. S147), allowing their experience to be entextualized and poised to serve as a resource for future 

discussions in the classroom.  

In addition to examining the intertextual nature of establishing credibility within an 

executive business school classroom, Trester also highlights the use of what Tannen (2007) calls 

involvement strategies, specifically “constructed dialogue”, in order to contribute to establishing 

a position of authority. Tannen’s (2007) concept of constructed dialogue draws upon Bahktin’s 

(1986) notion of dialogicality, or the idea that the repetition of another person’s utterance is 

actually a polyphony of voices, along with Becker’s (1994) discussion of a reliance on “prior text” 

in language production. Thus, Tannen problematizes the perceived fidelity of the notions of 

“reported speech” or “direct quotations” because the “construction of the dialogue represents an 

active, creative, transforming move which expresses the relationship not between the quoted party 

and the topic of talk but rather the quoting party and the audience to whom the quotation is 
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delivered” (p. 111). In other words, Tannen’s concept emphasizes the fact that when an utterance 

is repeated, the original meaning and intention of the utterance is ultimately changed as the 

environment, the context, the audience, and the speaker has changed.   

In a study on the function of constructed dialogue in the construction of a survivor identity 

in narratives on an online message board for bone marrow transplantation patients and families, 

Hamilton (1998) analyzes the socialization process of patients on the forum as they reidentify 

themselves from victims to survivors. Hamilton found, contrary to previous studies on doctor-

patient interactions where the patient deferred to the doctor’s expertise, that patients on the 

message board provided narratives where they were assertive and advocated for themselves. She 

focuses on the use of constructed dialogue in the forms of indirect or direct reported speech, finding 

the use of direct reported speech was used in order to “concretely” and negatively evaluate the 

doctor while demonstrating the patient overcoming adversity and thus creating a survivor identity. 

Further demonstrating the ubiquity of constructed dialogue, Price (2017) examines 

discursive strategies she identifies as persuasive within an executive leadership classroom in a 

business school. When students in the class are provided an assignment to convince or influence 

their audience, Price found the students used constructed dialogue in various forms, such as 

voicing what others might or could say. In one example, the student-presenter, Leigh, tries to 

convince the class to lobby Congress. To do so, Leigh formulates a question in her presentation 

by voicing what the audience could ask. Price claims that by using constructed dialogue to voice 

the question, Leigh is able to control and “create a ‘reality’ for the audience to accept” (p. 95). In 

other words, Leigh posits the concerns of the audience and then follows up those concerns with 

answers. Another strategy is embedding the constructed dialogue of an authority figure into one’s 

persuasive discourse. In doing so, the student creates an alignment with the authority figure in 
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what Price calls an “instrumental affiliation” (p. 104) and is able to exhibit control as well as power 

in the classroom. 

Within the military context, Disler (2008) observes three instances of constructed dialogue 

by officers to voice the speech of subordinates in her data, which consists of recordings of six U.S. 

Air Force officers (three women and three men) through the course of a day. In her data, Disler 

found two separate instance of the male officers using constructed dialogue and one instance of a 

female officer using constructed dialogue. Within the constructed dialogue, Disler points out that 

the male officers included the honorific “sir” to refer to themselves while the female officer used 

her rank and title to refer to herself. Although her sample size for this specific phenomenon is too 

small to make generalizations, Disler does make an interesting observation, that in the military, 

“men are more comfortable than women in referring back to themselves by using the honorific” 

(“sir” or “ma’am”). In the military, when enlisted personnel address an officer or a subordinate 

officer addresses a superior officer, military custom dictates the use of honorifics either in the form 

of “sir” or “ma’am” or the rank of the superior officer. Disler states that while it could be the male 

officers were just recreating the utterance of the enlisted personnel, they are still reinforcing the 

hierarchal structure within the military. In regard to the female officer, Disler indicates the female 

officer’s self-reference as rank and name as opposed to the honorific “ma’am” is interesting 

because the rank alone can either be interpreted as nongendered or it can be used “to invoke 

masculine images which women use to convey their authority in the masculine environment of the 

military” (p. 96).  

In regard to narratives in the context of the military, Disler (2008) found narratives serving 

to reinforce institutional ideology and culture. While intertextuality was not the focus of her 

analysis, she found that institutional ideology and culture among the participants emerged in their 
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narratives as the result of “dialogic and intertextual formation of their own understanding of their 

duties, obligations, interactions, and practices” (pp. 6-7). While previous scholarship on narratives 

illuminates the “making-sense” of the past (Labov, 1972), or one’s identity (Schiffrin, 1996; 

Mishler, 2006), Disler shows how narratives can also illuminate the implementation of institutional 

ideals into one’s discourse practice or professional practice. 

 Recently, within the discussion of professional discourse, Bhatia (2010, 2015) introduces 

the approach Critical Genre Analysis (CGA) in order to explicate professional practices, such as 

the appropriation of text from one discourse practice into another. Essential to CGA is the concept 

of interdiscursivity, which Fairclough (1992a) describes as a paradigmatic process or a form of 

genre mixing. Bhatia (2015) states that “interdiscursivity thus accounts for a variety of discursive 

processes and professional practices, often resulting in the ‘mixing’, ‘embedding’ and ‘bending’ 

of generic norms in professional contexts” (p. 48). This blending, embedding, and bending of 

generic norms can be seen in a company’s annual financial reports. As certified accountants 

unaffiliated with a company provide raw factual data, those data are often not comprehensibly 

accessible by investors or the general public. The company, therefore, interprets or 

recontextualizes the data for public consumption. However, Bhatia (2010) points out that the 

recontextualization or interpretation may not be a true representation of the raw data. In 

understanding this process, Bhatia operationalizes CGA as an approach to interpreting the veracity 

of certain professional practices as information is drawn, or appropriated, from one context and 

recontextualized into another context. 

 In some contexts, including the U.S. Navy, I suggest this recontextualization process 

occurs within what Bauman (2004) calls a “narrow intertextual gap”. The intertextual gap pertains 

to the distance in meaning between the “prior text” (Becker, 1994) and the recontextualization of 
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said text. Bauman further states, “calibration of the gap - its relative restriction or amplification - 

has significant correlates and effects” (p. 7). For example, Bauman illustrates the narrow 

intertextual gap existing in legal documents, leases, and other documents which require filling in 

the blanks. In other words, a narrow intertextual gap describes the closeness or similarity between 

an original text and the recontextualization of that text.  

As cited at the beginning of this paper, in the Fourth Law of the Navy, what binds the ship 

to the anchor are equally strong links of chain, serving as a metaphor for the strength required of 

each individual sailor. Similarly, if compared to the “chain of speech 

communication” (Bahktin, 1986), constrained by a narrow intertextual gap, the metaphor serves 

to convey the necessity of maintaining uniformity as each link represents the transfer of 

communication from one sailor to the next, or from the U.S. Navy instructions and training to their 

individual warships.  

In order to establish credibility through epistemic authority, the participants rely on the 

narrow intertextual gap between repetitive training using Navy instructions and standing watch on 

their ship. During their narratives, the participants construct story worlds where they enact specific 

duties, socially recognized behaviors, of a ship watch stander by positioning themselves in relation 

to other characters. In the following section, I draw from the above theoretical frameworks to 

illuminate identity construction as a naval officer standing watch as the Officer of the Deck on a 

U.S. warship and examine how they demonstrate power and thereby exhibiting their leadership 

style. 
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DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
 
The Participants 

Data for this study are narrative excerpts from sociolinguistic interviews I conducted with 

naval officers, specifically Surface Warfare Officers (SWO), who graduated from the U.S. Naval 

Academy (USNA). In total, I conducted fourteen interviews with fourteen different participants. 

Among the seven participants who identified as men, three identified as heterosexual, three 

identified as gay, and one identified as bisexual. Among the five participants who identified as 

women, three identified as heterosexual and two identified as lesbians.  Among the two 

participants who identified as transgender, one identified as a man and the other as a woman.  

Each interview lasted approximately one hour and took place either in person, at the 

location preferred by the participant, or via video conference call. While Washington, DC is home 

to a large concentration of military personnel, few met the criteria for my study, which involved 

(1) having received a commission from USNA, and (2) having served as a SWO. Thus, I extended 

my search via personal and professional networks throughout the world.  

In 2007, I graduated from USNA and became a SWO myself. Thus, I share similar professional 

and leadership development experiences with the participants, as well as understand many of the 

nuances associated with leading sailors on a ship. This is evidenced in the frequent use of navy 

jargon and phraseology throughout the interviews including the narratives I analyze here. Also, as 

I identify as a gay man, I share the experience of serving during DADT with some of the older 

participants. As a USNA graduate, we received the same military indoctrination, as well as training 

to become naval officers. In contrast to Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) programs offered 

at civilian colleges, USNA students, called midshipmen, wear uniforms to class every day, 

participate in daily military training in conjunction with their academic endeavors, and have a 
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longer service contract than their ROTC counterparts. Additionally, I narrowed the scope of my 

participants to SWOs as opposed to pilots or submarine officers because each SWO, following 

their commission, served their first two to three years on board a U.S. warship.   

 

The Interviews and Narratives 

The sociolinguistic interviews centered upon topics of leadership within the participants’ 

experience at USNA and during their career as a SWO. Within each interview, I elicited narratives 

to encourage the participants to illustrate ways they saw leadership performed and the ways they 

performed leadership themselves. Their stories ranged from demonstrations of leadership 

performed by upperclassmen during their time at USNA to leadership performed by superior 

officers during their careers as SWOs.  

One of the most common narratives demonstrated by each participant was the sea story 

narrative pertaining to a time the participant stood watch on the bridge. Bridge watch standing is 

one of the primary duties of SWOs while on board a ship in addition to their assigned billet or job. 

For example, during my time on my first ship, I was an engineering officer in the engineering 

department. While much of my time was spent in engineering spaces, I was also required to 

become a qualified bridge watch stander. Thus, all SWOs must have experience standing watch 

on the bridge where they ensured the safe navigation and operation of the ship. In the six narratives 

analyzed here, the participant either positions themselves as the OOD or relative to the OOD in 

telling their sea story. 

In the context of leadership, I posed the general question, how does the leadership identity 

emerge within the narratives? While I did not have a clear focus at the beginning of my study, I 

recalled Trester’s (2015) study investigating leadership identity construction within an executive 
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business program. While Trester did not conduct interviews in her study, she did observe 

introduction sequences among the students in the program. She found that students, in order to 

introduce themselves to their classmates, drew from their individual experiences in their careers 

or personal lives in order to convey their leadership style and construct their leadership identity. 

Unlike Trester’s participants, my participants all received the same training at USNA and served 

as SWOs on board a U.S. warship after graduation. Thus, each participant as a naval officer 

presumably relied on similar training experiences in order to prepare them for the challenges faced 

on their first ship.  

Among the fourteen interviews, I chose only six narratives from different participants to 

analyze for this thesis. The primary constraint for not analyzing all the sea stories is the physical 

limitations of this thesis. Among the fourteen interviews, eight qualified as bridge watching 

standing sea stories where the participant was an OOD or stood watch as the Junior Officer of the 

Deck (JOOD) with a qualified OOD. Among those eight, I chose the six because they followed 

the canonical Labovian (1977) narrative structure which facilitated comparison. Each had at a 

minimum, an orientation clause, two complicating actions, evaluation clauses and a resolution.  

 

The Approach 

To analyze the sea stories, I apply a discourse analysis approach to analyzing leadership. 

In doing so, I rely primarily on the discursive choices made by the story-tellers to create a leader 

identity and do leadership. In other words, simply because the participant is a qualified OOD does 

not alone validate their identity as a leader. It is the enactment of the expectations and the duties 

of the OOD that creates that identity.  In my analysis, I draw from Davies and Harré’s (1990) 

definition of positioning as the alignments taken by participants in interaction relative to their 
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interlocutors in the unfolding storyline. In these story lines, I argue identities emerge through the 

enactments of social acts (Ochs, 1993), specifically the responsibilities of the Officer of the Deck 

while standing watch.  

In order to identify the construction of a leadership identity, I have two units of analysis. 

The first unit of analysis is reference to specific Navy instructions and training. The second unit 

of analysis is the interaction between the narrator and other characters in the story world. The first 

unit of analysis, references or “recontextualizations” (Bauman & Briggs 1990) of specific Navy 

instructions used in the story world, demonstrates narrators drawing on epistemic authority to 

convey expert power and legitimate power.  The second unit of analysis manifests as “constructed 

dialogue” (Tannen, 2007) in interactions in the story world. While constructed dialogue functions 

as internal evaluation of other characters (Schiffrin, 1981) in narratives, I argue it can also serve 

to demonstrate leadership style as an interactional product by portraying the manner the 

participants interact with other characters in the story world. Thus, constructed dialogue provides 

evidence towards the participants’ leadership style, as either self-oriented or relationally-oriented 

in the story world.  

 

The Watches 

Essential to understanding the sea story narratives in the study, I will introduce a few key 

understandings of what standing “watch” entails on board a U.S. warship. When a newly 

commissioned officer (an ensign3) reports to their first ship, they are typically unfamiliar with the 

ship, the organization of the ship, and the people who run the ship. Additionally, while officers 

receive training prior to arrival, training encompasses fleet wide expectations. In other words, 

                                                        
3 An ensign is a rank of O-1 in the navy. See Appendix B for list of all U.S. Naval Officer ranks. 
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training prepares officers to serve on any U.S. warship, which is crucial as officers do not remain 

assigned to one ship their entire career.   

 In addition to reporting on board and becoming in charge of a division of sailors, akin to a 

job on the ship, the officer must become qualified as an Officer of the Deck (OOD)4 for their 

specific class warship within the first two years. Attaining the OOD qualification is not a simple 

task and requires numerous other qualifications and examinations to demonstrate responsibility 

and trustworthiness, as well as leadership. The OOD is a “direct representative of the Captain, and 

he or she acts with all the authority of command and, next to the Captain and the Executive Officer, 

is the most important person in the ship” (Stavidris, 2000, p. 1).   

 Depending on the size of the ship, approximately ten officers and sailors compose a bridge5 

watch-team, and watch is usually 4-5 hours long while underway at sea. As mentioned, the OOD 

is in charge of the entire watch-team. Under the OOD’s guidance and supervision is the Junior 

Officer of the Deck (JOOD). As the JOOD, the officer assists the OOD with the watch, as well as 

receives training from the OOD to hopefully become qualified.  

The next station is the Conning Officer Station (CONN), and is typically stood, or carried 

out, by newly reporting officers. The CONN, using the “Standard Commands” 6  (specific 

phraseology to alter course and speed), communicates with the helmsman, the sailor who 

physically controls the helm and engine controls, to adjust the course and speed of the ship. The 

CONN can be best explained using Goffman’s (1981, p.144) production format. The OOD 

provides the CONN with directions, sometimes specifically stating to the CONN to turn left or 

                                                        
4 See Appendix C for generic hierarchy on board a U.S. Warship and the differences between the organization of the 
ship and the organization of watch-standers. 
5 See Appendix D for an illustration of the bridge and the watch-standers 
6 Appendix E provides examples of Standard Commands 
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right. Thus, the CONN is the animator, the OOD is the principal, and the Standard Commands are 

the author.  

 As mentioned above, because I also served as a SWO and am also qualified to stand OOD, 

the participants frequently used phraseology which not only established their credibility as 

qualified OODs but also demonstrated to me their epistemic primacy. Additionally, while the 

language is accessible and easy to understand, it allows the untrained listener to take for granted 

the significance of the bridge watch standing language reflective of the ideologies and culture of 

the U.S. Navy that functions in the leader identity construction as an OOD. In the next section, I 

begin the analyses with the first unit of analysis, the use of U.S. Navy phraseology as well as 

references to U.S. Navy instructions.  
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ANALYSES 

In the following sections, I examine the two units of analyses. The first section begins with 

the discussion of managing expert power and legitimate power in narratives through the 

intertextual and interdiscursive framework I use to distinguish references to Navy instructions. I 

then analyze three narratives to demonstrate the production of expert power and legitimate power. 

In each of the narratives, the participants manage their expert power and legitimate power in order 

to convey the discursive production of leadership within the story world while establishing 

credibility in the story-telling world.  

The second section turns to the discussion of leadership style. There, I will examine three 

additional sea stories, focusing on interactions described by the participants in the story world 

through constructed dialogue. By examining the use of constructed dialogue, the participant 

conveys their leadership style which I categorize as either relationally-oriented or self-oriented. 

The final subsection summarizes and brings together the two units of analysis to address leadership 

styles in conjunction with expert power and legitimate power.   

 

Managing Expert Power and Legitimate Power 

Manifested within the sea story is an intertextual and interdiscursive process that reifies a 

participant’s credibility in order to position one’s self as a leader through expert and legitimate 

power. Below, Figure 1 illustrates the appropriation of texts by the participants. The first box, Box 

1, represents the various Navy instructions relevant to standing watch on a ship. These instructions 

include guidance for navigating in vicinity of other vessels to required parameters for launching 

and recovering helicopters on a ship’s flight deck. The arrow leading into Box 2 conveys the 

direction the texts from Box 1 is recontextualized.  
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Figure 1. The intertextual and interdiscursive process 

 
The second box, Box 2, represents the Captain’s Standing Orders. I argue that at the nexus 

of the intertextual and interdiscursive process are the Captain’s Standing Orders. The Captain’s 

Standing Orders draw from Box 1, as demonstrated by the arrow. The “Principles of the 

Commanding Officer’s (CO)7 Standing Orders” (CNSFP/CNSFA, 2018)  in that box are official 

U.S. Navy instructions for all Captains of U.S. warships for creating their own Commanding 

Officer’s Standing Orders. Box 3 represents the past experience told by the story-teller, the watch. 

Box 4 represents the “here and now”, or story-telling world. The arrows leading into Box 3 

represent the intertextual process or recontextualization of texts into the story world. Box 3 is 

superimposed upon Box 4 to illustrate the interdiscursive process, or appropriation of the 

experiences on watch into the narrative. In order to construct a sea story, the participants also draw 

directly from both Box 1 and Box 2 which represents an interdiscursive appropriation of text. 

At the nexus of this process are the Captain’s Standing Orders. While each Captain 

develops their own Standing Orders when assuming command of a ship, all Standing Orders are 

standardized in accordance with the “Principles of the Commanding Officer’s Standing Orders” 

and other instructions promulgated by the U.S. Navy. The Standing Orders, while uniform across 

all U.S. warships, are adapted to the capabilities and limitations of their specific ship while also 

conveying the leadership style and philosophy of the Captain. As naval officers are re-assigned to 

                                                        
7 For brevity, “I will use “Captain” as the title to refer to the Commanding Officer (CO) of U.S. warships. 
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various ships, the Standing Orders link foundational ship-handling and navigation practices to 

ship-specific ship-handling and navigation practices. In other words, the Captain’s Standing Orders 

are the communion between the institutional expectations of the U.S. Navy and the specific 

practices on each, individual U.S. warship. Within 90 days of taking command of a ship, the 

Captain promulgates their Standing Orders as directed by the “Principles of the Commanding 

Officer’s Standing Orders”. Thus, the first intertextual, syntagmatic (Fairclough, 1992), process 

occurs from Box 1 to Box 2, as the ship’s Captain constructs their Standing Orders in accordance 

with the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders. 

However, the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders afford minimal leeway to the Captain 

in their construction of their Standing Orders. For example, the Principles of the CO’s Standing 

Orders state, “The first twelve standing orders are uniform throughout the fleet8 in their titles and 

numbering sequence” (CNSFP/CNSFA, 2018, p. 2). In other words, by dictating precisely the 

contents, the titles, and numbering sequence of the Captain’s Standing Orders, the Principles of 

the CO’s Standing Orders ensures a “narrow intertextual gap” (Bauman, 2004) between not only 

the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders and the Captain’s Standing orders, but between the 

Standing Orders of Captains of all ships throughout the Surface Navy, or fleet. Thus, I consider 

and illustrate in Figure 1, that the Navy instructions are a specific type of genre, in accordance 

with Bauman’s (2004) definition as “a conventionalized orienting framework for the production 

and reception of discourse” (p. 3). While the ship’s Captains are ultimately responsible for the safe 

navigation and operation of their ships, how they do so is largely dictated by the Department of 

the Navy. The process represented between Box 2 and Box 3 is the realization of the Captain’s 

                                                        
8 Reference to the fleet usually means the entire U.S. Navy. However, in this context, it applies to U.S. Navy 
warships. 
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Standing Orders by the watch-standers. During a watch, the watch-standers rely constantly on the 

Captain’s Standing Orders, specifically on how reports are conducted and made to the Captain.  

While Box 3 represents the past events, or the story world, depicted by the participant, Box 

4 represents the story-telling world in which the interdiscursive process occurs by appropriating 

the Captain’s Standing Orders, and possibly other Navy instructions, in order to demonstrate 

epistemic authority. The manifestation of Navy instructions and the Captain’s Standing Orders in 

Box 4 is an interdiscursive, paradigmatic (Fairclough, 1992) process because, as mentioned above, 

I categorized the narrative sea-stories as personal experience narrative (Labov & Waletzky, 1967). 

By examining and contrasting the sea-stories narratives and the Navy instruction as separate genres, 

I convey the appropriation, or entextualization and recontextualization, of Navy instructions as an 

interdiscursive process which explicates the professional practices (Bhatia, 2010, 2016) of Naval 

Officers standing watch on the bridge.  

 

Roxy and the “Superstar” Officer of the Deck 

The first story-teller is Roxy, a lesbian woman. She graduated from the Naval Academy in 

2012 and is in her late-twenties. She is currently still in the service. In her sea story, Roxy depicts 

a watch where she was the Junior Officer of the Deck (JOOD), standing watch under a qualified 

Officer of the Deck (OOD). The premise of her story entails the OOD not following protocol. 

However, the Captain did not reprimand the OOD because she was considered one of his favorites. 

In Roxy’s narrative, she positions herself in the story world as possessing neither legitimate power 

nor expert power relative to the OOD. However, in the story-telling world, as a more experienced 

officer, she negatively evaluates the OOD by describing her as “not very diligent” and indicates in 

the story world that the OOD failed to follow proper protocol while conducting helicopter 
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operations by drawing from specific U.S. Navy instructions. In so doing, she reifies her expert 

power in the story-telling world to convey an OOD in the story world who relies on their legitimate 

power while unable to demonstrate the expertise of an OOD with the appropriate expert power. 

The first example begins with Roxy depicting a specific event when the ship was 

conducting helicopter operations. During helicopter operations on a warship, a helicopter is either 

launching from or landing on the flight deck. Despite the frequency of helicopter operations on 

any warship, helicopter operations are always considered a dangerous process and the OOD is 

responsible for giving permission to the helicopter pilot to launch or land on board their ship. In 

order to make that decision, the helicopter pilot and the OOD must coordinate to be within certain 

wind “envelopes” or parameters. These envelopes and other determining factors for the safe 

landing and launching of the various kinds of helicopters is defined in the “Helicopter Operating 

Procedures for Air-Capable Ships NATOPS (Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures 

Standardization) Manual”, also known as NAVAIR00-80T-122. While the OOD cannot control 

the direction and speed of the winds, the OOD can control the direction and speed of the ship to 

create relative, or desired winds. Additionally, the roll and pitch, or movement from side to side 

and up and down, of the ship determines whether the helicopter has a stable landing or launching 

platform. 

While granting permission is the responsibility of the OOD, depending on the Captain’s 

Standing Orders, permission must first be relayed to the Captain. In Roxy’s narrative, she is the 

JOOD and assisting the OOD in collecting reports from other watch standers to determine if the 

ship meets the parameters to safely launch helicopters. When the OOD grants permission to the 

helicopter pilot to launch without verifying the required parameters for safety are first met, Roxy 
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questions her ability as OOD. Eventually Roxy decides to inform a senior ranking officer and 

eventually the ship’s Captain.  

Excerpt 1 

22. Roxy: A::nd there was a particular watch where we were launching helicopter:s.. 
23.  A:nd she refused to ask the Captain for all the appropriate permissions/  
24.  And just.. you know believed that.. 
25.  She gauged [^^that the winds were correct]\= 
26.  =She gauged [^^that we were on the correct course]\= 
27.  =And heading and that.. um:..  
28.  You know we were all cleared and that she could..move forward without..  
29.  without needing to call him\.. 

On line 23, Roxy indicates the OOD did not follow the Captain’s Standing Orders, “A:nd she 

refused to ask the Captain for all the appropriate permissions”. In the Principles of the CO’s 

Standing Orders and likely outlined in the Captain’s Standing Orders, it is suggested that the OOD 

inform the Captain prior to granting permission (Green Deck) to the helicopter pilots.  

Deck status will be controlled by the OOD, with recommendations from the HCO. The 
OOD will inform me prior to authorizing Green Deck, and only when NWP 3-04 and 
NAVAIR 00-80T-122 environmental requirements have been satisfied for the applicable 
airframe. (CNSP/CSFA, 2018, B-22): 
 

In other words, the OOD will control the (flight) deck and will work with the helicopter-control 

officer (HCO) to determine if the helicopter pilots can safely launch or land. When the OOD deems 

the parameters are appropriate in accordance with the aforementioned instructions, the OOD will 

inform the Captain. However, Roxy states the OOD “refused to ask the Captain for all appropriate 

permissions” which contrasts with the suggestion of the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders. 

Based on the explicit uniformity between the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders and a 

Captain’s Standing Orders, Roxy’s Captain’s Standing Orders probably requires the OOD to first 

ask permission from the Captain prior to granting “Green Deck” or permission to launch or land 

on the flight deck. Further, Roxy’s observation of the OOD’s refusal to ask the Captain evidences 

the OOD’s departure from the Standing Orders. 
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Roxy then provides the following evaluative clauses on lines 24-26, explaining that the 

OOD  “just.. you know believed that.. She gauged [^^that the winds were correct]\= She gauged 

[^^that we were on the correct course]\= And heading and that.. um”. Roxy suggests the OOD did 

not appropriately determine the necessary parameters for wind, course, and speed were met before 

granting permission as required by the Captain’s Standing Orders and the NATOPS manual. Roxy 

uses the adverb just which narrows the scope of the following propositional attitude predicate of 

thought, believe; believe, according to Kearns (2011), functions to describe the mental contents of 

the OOD. Simply put, according to Roxy, the OOD did not use the resources available on the 

bridge to determine the specific parameters, she only thought they were correct. This is further 

evidenced in the following verb use, gauge, which implies the OOD based her beliefs on 

estimations rather than relying on the tools on the bridge for determining those parameters. Roxy 

continues on line 28 that the OOD continued to gauge “we were all cleared and that she 

could..move forward without”. Roxy concludes that the OOD believed that the ship was cleared, 

and she could move forward on line 29 “without needing to call him”, “him” being the Captain. 

In Figure 2, I illustrate the intertextual and interdiscursive process that emerges in Roxy’s 

narrative that serves to demonstrate her expert power in the story-telling world to negatively 

evaluate the OOD as negligent. 

 
Figure 2. Roxy and the “Superstar” Officer of the Deck 
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 In Box 1, I include the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders and the NATOPS manual 

(NAVAIR 00-80T-122) because they are relevant to the helicopter operations discussed in Roxy’s 

narrative when she discusses the appropriate “winds”, “course”, and “heading” for the helicopter. 

In Box 2, I include the Captain’s Standing Orders which Roxy relies on to evaluate the OOD’s 

watch standing expertise. Box 3 represents the story world as depicted by Roxy in her sea story. 

Box 4 represents the story-telling world in which Roxy provides her sea story. The arrows 

represent the intertextual process from Box 1 through Box 2 and into Box 3, conveying the 

intertextual process of appropriating prior text. Box 4 represents the story-telling world and the 

interdiscursive process of appropriating texts of different genres into the sea story.  

In her sea story, Roxy appropriates elements of Navy instructions, the parameters for the 

required wind envelope and sea state, to challenge the expert power of the OOD. In Box 4, the 

story-telling world, Roxy delivers the events she remembers from a specific watch, Box 3, the 

story world. While the narrative pertains specifically to the recalled watch, Roxy relies on 

information and Navy instructions (Box 1) and her Captain’s Standing orders (Box 2).  In so doing, 

Roxy positions herself in the story-telling world with the epistemic authority to tell a sea story 

narrative, while simultaneously negatively evaluating a character, the OOD, in the story world.  

Lastly, as reflected in Roxy’s comments about the wind, course and heading, she is citing 

specific requirements in the NAVAIR 00-80T-122 instruction that pertain to necessary information 

reported to the Captain when granting “green deck” during helicopter operations. As she references 

those parameters in regard to the Captain’s Standing Orders, she evidences the narrow intertextual 

gap that exists between the naval publications, such as NAVAIR 00-80T-122 and the Captain’s 

Standing Orders. The narrow intertextual gap between the instructions in Box 1 and the Captain’s 

Standing Orders in Box 2 emphasize the expectation that these instructions are precisely followed 
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by the watch standers in Box 3. The OOD not following the instructions is a departure from duties 

and responsibilities of the watch.  In sum, while positioning herself in the story-world lacking 

legitimate power, relative to the OOD, Roxy positions herself in the story-telling world as 

possessing greater expert power. Roxy’s sea story demonstrates in the discursive construction of 

leadership that legitimate power alone does not create a leader.   

 

Brad and some middle of the night watch 

 The next story-teller is Brad, a heterosexual man. He graduated from the Academy in 2004 

and is currently still serving although he is no longer serving as a SWO. In his sea story, Brad 

recalls a mundane middle of the night watch that occurred possibly near the Philippines. In contrast 

to Roxy’s narrative, Brad’s narrative includes fewer interlocutors. Also different from Roxy, Brad 

positions himself as the OOD (rather than the junior officer of the deck), and relative to only one 

other interlocutor, the Captain. In his narrative, he encounters various contacts that his ship will 

be passing within close vicinity. While he does not refer explicitly to the Standing Orders or any 

Navy instruction, he conveys the required courses of action which reflects his expert power 

through training and the Captain’s Standing Orders. Similar to Roxy in her narrative, Brad 

entextualizes text from the Standing Orders in order to appropriate and recontextualize them into 

his narrative, demonstrating his epistemic authority to reify his expert power.  

During the interview, the specific question to request Brad’s narrative was, “What was 

standing watch like on one of those big decks as an ensign?” because, as an ensign, Brad was a 

newly commissioned officer and standing watch for the first time on a ship. The question thus 

arose from a conversation about becoming qualified as OOD on a “big deck” which refers to 

LHD/LHA (Landing Helicopter Deck/Landing Helicopter Assault) warships, which carry 
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approximately 1,100 US Navy personnel and can take on an additional 1,600 US Marines, for a 

total of 2,700 personnel on board. This is in contrast to Roxy’s ship, a Destroyer, which carries a 

maximum of 150 personnel and is considered a “small deck". Getting qualified while on one of 

these “big decks” presents several challenges. First, there are usually more officers trying to qualify 

at the same time. Second, with more officers there are fewer opportunities to stand bridge watch. 

Lastly, navigating a “big deck” is more challenging than a Destroyer by virtue of size. A big deck 

is around 850 feet in length while a Destroyer is approximately 500 feet. Big decks can be 

compared to driving a truck or bus while a Destroyer behaves more similarly to a sports car. 

In the following excerpt, Brad states he is a qualified OOD standing the “mid-watch”, or 

middle of the night watch, typically from 2200-0200 (10:00PM – 2:00AM). This is often one of the 

more challenging watches as watch standers experience fatigue. Brad, in Excerpt 2, begins with 

orientation for his narrative. 

Excerpt 2 

15. Brad: I remember one time we were going through::= 
16.  =Somewhere over near the Philippines.. 
17.  And I just saw-[^^So I was officer of the deck]=So I was qualified.. 
18.  um It was-I had the mid-watch 
19.  Or whatever[##^^ er you know] some middle of the night watch= 
 

On lines 15-17, Brad provides the orientation clause, “I remember one time we were going through 

=Somewhere over near the Philippines..” As he commences a complicating action on line 17, “And 

I just saw-”, he repairs (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974) and adds additional orientation, “So 

I was officer of the deck”. Brad repaired his narrative flow in order to position himself in the 

story world as the OOD, and then emphasizes his qualification through evaluation by explicitly 

stating “So I was qualified”. In so doing, he positions himself in the story world as possessing 

legitimate power as well as expert power. 
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Brad, in Excerpt 3, continues his narrative. During the mid-watch, he encounters a fishing 

fleet he describes as a “smattering of lights all across the horizon”. He then verifies the course of 

the ship, or PIM (Plan of Intended Movement), as going straight through the fishing fleet. Here, in 

contrast to the OOD in Roxy’s narrative, Brad as OOD demonstrates epistemic authority as a 

qualified OOD by articulating the course of action, calling the CO (commanding officer) in order 

to ensure the Captain is cognizant of the possible departure from the planned navigation. 

Excerpt 3 

20. Brad: =And I just saw this smattering of lights 
21.  A::ll across the horizon and our-and our 
22.  PIM [^^you know] is going straight through the middle of it 
23.  So I just call our CO.. in the middle of the night 
 

On line 22, Brad describes the ship’s course going through the “smattering of lights”, “PIM [^^you 

know] is going straight through the middle of it”. In order to arrive at a destination on time, OODs 

have to stay on PIM as accurately as possible. Departing from PIM infers additional distance to 

cover resulting in a delayed arrival at the final destination. Following PIM, Brad uses the discourse 

marker, you know. One possible meaning, according to Schiffrin (1987), for you know suggests 

Brad assumes the definition of PIM is shared knowledge between us, as I am also a qualified OOD. 

The second possibility of you know, again following Schiffrin, suggests the general shared 

assumption that the ship encountering a fishing fleet is potentially dangerous. A third possibility 

suggests I am also aware that in order to avoid the various fishing boats, the ship will depart from 

PIM, and possibly incur additional distance to travel.  

After establishing that the situation is potentially challenging, Brad indicates a departure 

from the norm that requires alerting the ship’s Captain by stating on line 23, “So I just call our 

CO.. in the middle of the night”. Here, Brad uses the adverb just which possibly indexes his level 

of comfort with calling the Captain (i.e. “So, I simply call our CO”), which happens to also be “in 
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the middle of the night”.  Additionally, “calling the CO” can be interpreted as the social act 

(Ochs, 1993) of providing a contact report, a responsibility of the OOD when encountering other 

vessels within close proximity. By providing a contact report to the Captain, Brad indexes his 

legitimate power as OOD, as well as his expert power as he acts in accordance with the Standing 

Orders.  

In Excerpt 4, Brad uses constructed dialogue (Tannen, 2007) to voice the contact report to 

his Captain which reflects the guidance provided in the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders 

and thus the Captain’s Standing Orders. As mentioned, contact reports are necessary and required 

by the Captain’s Standing Orders, when passing another vessel within a specific distance. The 

OOD conducts a contact report when the Captain is not present on the bridge. During the night 

watch, conducting a contact report usually entails calling the Captain’s cabin. In the following 

excerpt, I reproduce line 23 for context. 

Excerpt 4 

23. Brad: So I just call our CO.. in the middle of the night 
24.  and say “Hey sir there’s gonna be multiple contacts  
25.  that are within whatever.. um.. you know minimum distance” 
26.  And basically we’re going through a fishing fleet= 
27.  =So I just the whole for probably an hour and a half straight.. 
28.  All I was doing was aiming for the dark spots.. 
29.  You know where there was no lights.. 

In voicing his contact report as constructed dialogue, Brad departs from the standard prescribed 

speech. On line 10 he voices, “Hey sir there’s gonna be multiple contacts”, which suggests he is 

positioning himself as an authority figure, which demonstrates in Johnstone’s (1987) words, the 

authority figure “can afford to be more colloquial” (p. 45).  In so doing, Brad reifies his legitimate 

power because he does not need to demonstrate careful speech. In regard to the contact report, the 

Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders suggests the Captain’s Standing Orders establish a specific 

CPA (Closet Point of Approach) which mandates notifying the Captain (CNSP/CNSFA, 2018: 11):  
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Criteria for the contact report should include: the CPA distance that mandates the report, a 
minimum distance between ownship and the contact, or minimum time to CPA to make 
the report allowing adequate time for the Commanding Officer to evaluate the situation.  

     
The Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders suggest that the Captain’s Standing Orders address 

the when and why an OOD must provide a contact report to the captain; the why being the distance 

established as the “closest point of approach” (CPA) between the OOD’s ship and the contact 

vessel, and the when being a specified time prior to the arrival of the OOD’s ship at the CPA.  

Brad’s course of action reflects the guidance provided by the Principles of the CO’s 

Standing Orders. He voices his contact report to include the distance on line 11, “that are within 

whatever.. um.. you know minimum distance”. While he is not precise in his voicing of the contact 

report, the interdiscursive process of appropriating the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders, and 

his Captain’s Standing Orders, is evidenced by Brad explicitly referencing the “minimum 

distance”. Brad entextualizes the requirements of CPA and “minimum distance” from the Standing 

Orders in order to appropriate them into his narrative to further position himself in the story-telling 

world with epistemic authority to convey his expert power. 

The Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders suggest the following information be contained 

within the contact report: 

List 1. (CNSP/CNSFA, 2018, p.11) 

(1) Who is making the report 
(2) Time 
(3) Ownship course and speed 
(4) Type of contact (Clarify if this means type per ROR1 or type of vessel; i.e. fishing boat or  

vessel engaged in fishing) 
(5)  Source of contact information (Hold visual/by RADAR2/on AIS3) 
(6)  Relative position of contact (By numerical relative bearing or port/stbd 

bow/beam/quarter) 
(7)  Range to contact  
(8) Course and speed of contact 
(9) Target angle of contact 

(10) Direction and rate of bearing drift 
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(11) CPA range, bearing, time, and source or method of calculation  
(12) Type of situation or evaluation of hierarchy per reference (c)  
(13) Evaluation of risk of collision per USCG4 Navigation Rules rule 7  
(14) Intentions 
(15) Concurrence with CIC5  

Abbreviations: (1) Rules of the Road, (2) Radio Detection and Ranging, colloquially known as radar, (3) Automatic 
Identification System, (4) US Coast Guard, (5) Combat Information Center 
 
A standard contact report would address most of the applicable points from List 1. Also, a ship 

usually provides a template for making reports to help the OOD that looks like the following. I 

have added information in parenthesis as examples. 

Good morning/afternoon/evening Sir/Ma’am. This is    (LT Brad)    , the 
Officer of the Deck. The time is     (0230)    , and my current course and speed 
is   (14 knots)   .We currently have a   (fishing boat)   that is   (5)  nautical miles (nm) away. 
Currently, we have a CPA (closet point of approach) of    (800 yards)   yards. My intentions 
are to (come right about 15 degrees and then parallel our track to open up CPA to 1200 
yards). I’ve concurred with CIC (Combat Information Center). 
 

While Brad’s constructed contact report does not look similar to the example contact report, he 

provides the following paraphrased contact report from Excerpt 4, lines 10-13;  “Hey sir there’s 

gonna be multiple contacts that are within whatever.. um.. you know minimum distance And 

basically we’re going through a fishing fleet”. Brad specifies the why he’s calling the Captain, that 

there are multiple contacts. He then references List (1) line 11, “CPA range, bearing, time, and 

source or method of calculation” by stating “you know minimum distance”. He then references 

List (1) line 4, “type of contact” by specifying the ship is “going through a fishing fleet”. 

The following figure illustrates the intertextual and interdiscursive process that emerges in 

Brad’s narrative. Within Box 1, the relevant Navy instructions are the OPNAVINST 3120.32D, 

known as the Standard Organization and Regulations Manual (SORM) and the Principles of the 

CO’s Standing Orders.  
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Figure 3. Brad and some middle of the night watch 

The SORM, OPNAVINST 3120.32D, outlines the duties and responsibilities of watch standers, 

specifically the OOD, throughout the Surface Navy. Brad invokes the SORM by stating as an 

orientation clause that he was the OOD and that he was qualified. Then, in response to a fishing 

fleet his ship was approaching, he formulates a contact report, a duty or “social act” of the OOD, 

to deliver to the Captain. In so doing, Brad positions himself in the story world as a competent 

watch stander by carrying out the Captain’s Standing Orders which are uniformly constructed in 

accordance with the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders. By appropriating texts from the Navy 

instructions in Box 1 and carrying out the Captain’s Standing Orders from Box 2 into Box 3, the 

intertextual and interdiscursive processes emerges in Brad’s narrative.  

Lastly, it is interesting to point out that Brad accounted for only one other interlocutor, the 

Captain. Undoubtedly, his watch team was comprised of a JOOD, a CONN, as well as the enlisted 

watch standers. However, in his story world, as the only character on the bridge, Brad positions 

himself as the singular person responsible for safely navigating the ship around various fishing 

boats without any collisions, thus conveying and emphasizing his expert power in the story-telling 

world. In sum, Brad demonstrated his expert power by recalling the guidance reflected in the 

Captain’s Standing Order and his legitimate power by performing the duties required of the OOD 

in the story world resulting in him maintaining the safety of his ship. 
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Rose and the impending collision  

 The third story-teller is Rose, a heterosexual woman. She graduated from the Academy in 

2010 and is in her early thirties. She left the U.S. Navy to return to school and is currently pursuing 

graduate school overseas. Similar to Brad’s mid-watch, Rose’s watch occurred during the night 

when she encountered another vessel along their navigational course which almost resulted in a 

collision. Throughout her narrative, Rose walks through her decision-making process which 

exhibits her epistemic authority as a qualified OOD. She draws from specific Navy publications 

such as the Standard Organization and Regulation Manual (SORM or OPNAVINST 3120.32D), 

the Principles of the CO’s Standings Orders, the Rules of the Road, as well as her Captain’s 

Standing Orders. By demonstrating her expert power in her enactments of the social acts or 

responsibilities of the OOD, she also infers her legitimate power as the OOD.  

 Essential in Rose’s narrative is her following the Rules of the Road which are instructions 

for safe navigation for all sea vessels ranging from large ships such as U.S. warships, cruise liners, 

and merchant cargo ships to tug boats, sail boats, and canoes. Within the Rules of the Road, ship-

handlers can find instructions on how to safely navigate within sight of other vessels, such as an 

overtaking situation, head-on situation, or a crossing situation. There is further guidance on what 

flags or lights a ship must display depending on the activities in which they are engaged and what 

time of day, such as fishing, towing, or being anchored.  

In Rose’s narrative, she depicts a “crossing situation” with another vessel during her mid-

watch. In a crossing situation, according to the Rules of the Road, ships must determine which 

ship is the “stand-on vessel” or the “give-way vessel”. The Rules of the Road states the following 

(COLREG, 1972, p. 30); 
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When two power-driven9 vessels are crossing so as to involve risk of collision, the vessel 
which has the other on her10 own starboard side shall keep out of the way and shall, if the 
circumstances of the case admit, avoid crossing ahead of the other vessel. 
 

In other words, in a crossing situation where two ships are crossing perpendicular to each other, 

the vessel located starboard11 (to the right) of the other vessel is the “stand-on vessel” while the 

vessel located port (to the left) of the other vessel is the “give-way vessel”. I have illustrated a 

crossing situation in Figure 4 below. 

 
Figure 4. A crossing situation 

 
Vessel (A) is the give-way vessel because they are located port (to the left) of Vessel (B) . As the 

give-way vessel, the options are to either reduce speed and let Vessel (B) pass, or navigate 

starboard (to the right) and pass behind Vessel (B). Further, Vessel (B) is the stand-on vessel 

because it is located starboard (to the right) to Vessel (A), which allows it to continue on its course 

without reducing speed or changing course.  However, at the same time, it is the responsibility of 

all sea vessels to avoid a risk of collision. 

 In the first excerpt of Rose’s narrative, she provides the following orientation clauses to 

locate the story-world “somewhere in the Western Pacific” and provides when the watch occurred 

                                                        
9 Excerpted here are instructions for power-driven vessels, i.e. any vessel powered by machinery in contrast to a sail-
boat. In such cases as a crossing situation between a power-driven vessel and a sail-boat, further guidance dictates 
which vessel is the stand-on or give-way vessel determined by propulsion power, draft, and maneuverability in a 
given situation. 
10 Within the Rules of the Road and other Navy instructions, vessels are gendered as feminine as indicated by the 3rd 
person singular pronoun “her”.  
11 The starboard side bears a green running light while the port side bears a red running light. In a crossing situation, 
if a ship sees a green running light, that ship which sees the green running light is the stand-on vessel. The other ship 
will then see the stand-on vessels port (red) running light and are thus the give-way vessel. 
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which becomes relevant in later excerpts. By providing the following clauses, she not only orients 

the reader in the story-world, she also demonstrates her expert knowledge as a person familiar with 

that region of the world. 

Excerpt 5 

9.  Rose: [INH] The one that’s-[^^that was scary was the situation]= 
10.   =[^^Where we]-uh there was probably an impending collision= 
11.   =It was night we were-.. somewhere in the Western Pacific= 
12.   =where there is always a ton of traffic\ 

Similar to Brad’s narrative, Rose provides an approximate location and time of her narrative on 

line 11, “It was night we were-.. somewhere in the western pacific”. The region of the world that 

Brad and Rose depict their narratives is known as the Seventh Fleet area of responsibility (AOR). 

Rose describes this area on line 12, as “where there is always a ton of traffic”. Characteristic of 

the Seventh Fleet AOR is high density traffic, ranging from fishing boats, as described by Brad, to 

merchant vessels, depicted here by Rose. By casting a large scope as the location being 

“somewhere in the Western Pacific” and describing the AOR as “always” having “a ton of traffic”, 

Rose displays her expertise or epistemic authority as a seasoned naval officer by demonstrating 

her familiarity with the Seventh Fleet AOR. 

 In the following excerpt, Rose continues to demonstrate her epistemic authority, or 

expertise, which displays her legitimate power as the OOD through social acts, by describing the 

situation at hand, a crossing situation, and her immediate mitigating actions. She provides a 

description of her ship’s Captain as well as a contact report to inform the Captain of the crossing 

situation.  

Excerpt 6 

20.  Rose: And [^^there was a relatively new CO] at the time 
21.   And I-and he was very trusting and everything  
22.   And I.. I said you know “sir” 
23.   like “We have a crossing situation::” 
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24.   “we’re the stand on vessel::”  
25.   um I think “we’re at trail shaft” 

 
On line 20, Rose introduces the Captain into the story world, “And [^^there was a relatively new 

CO] at the time And I-and he was very trusting and everything”. By describing the Captain as 

“relatively new” and stating, “he was very trusting and everything”, Rose downgrades the 

Captain’s epistemic authority, or expert power. However, Rose, in following by providing the 

Captain a contact report, recognizes his legitimate power on line 22, “I said you know “sir””. In 

so doing, similar to Roxy’s sea story, Rose conveys expert power and legitimate power do not 

always go hand-in-hand.   

Rose continues on lines 22-25 by voicing her contact report to the Captain as constructed 

dialogue, “And I.. I said you know ‘sir’ like ‘We have a crossing situation:: we’re the stand on 

vessel’ um I think ‘we’re at trail shaft’..”. In her constructed contact report, drawing from List 1, 

she includes the type of situation (a crossing situation), the relative position of the contact (by 

being the stand-on vessel), and the speed of the ship (trail shaft12). Thus, she loosely constructs a 

contact report for the purpose of the narrative and uses phraseology reflective of her experience as 

an OOD and her knowledge of publications such as the Rules of the Road and the Captain’s 

Standing Orders.  

As the stand-on vessel, Rose can maintain her course and speed and the give-way vessel 

should alter their course and speed. However, as Rose describes in the next excerpt, the merchant 

vessel did not act in accordance with the Rules of the Road.  

Excerpt 7 

26.  Rose: An::d.. we’re watching:: this merchant ship 

                                                        
12 US Warships typically have two shafts with propellers at the end for propulsion through water. As a form of 
redundancy (and for more power), each shaft is powered by two engines. For max speed, all four engines operate 
together which burns more fuel. When in trail shaft mode, only one engine powers each shaft. Trail shaft mode is 
also the most fuel economical configuration, often used in open seas. 
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27.   [^^And it’s just one of those situations you have in every OOD board] 
28.   is like what is the action that you take\ 
29.   Um: we made multiple to the CO.. 
30.   Um: and at-at the end of the day this..  
31.   this merchant never tu::rned 

As Rose describes watching the other vessel not alter course and speed, she evaluates the situation 

on line 27, “[^^And it’s just one of those situations you have in every OOD board] is like what is 

the action that you take\”. By referring to “every OOD board13 ”, Rose positions herself in 

alignment with me, a qualified OOD, in the story-telling world to demonstrate her epistemic 

authority to describe both the serious and common nature of the situation.  

Rose then provides her first course of action on line 29, “Um: we made multiple to the 

CO..”. When I conducted what Tannen (2005) calls “playback” with Rose, Rose indicated she 

meant “multiple calls to the CO” of the other vessel. Vessels at sea are responsible for monitoring 

specific frequencies on bridge-to-bridge, a type of VHF (Very High Frequency) radio 

communication. However, despite Rose’s frequent attempts to establish communication via 

bridge-to-bridge, the ship never altered course as indicated on line 30-31, “and at-at the end of the 

day this.. this merchant never tu::rned”. Rose uses the metaphor, “at the end of the day” as an 

orientation clause to place the realization that the ship did not alter course at the end of a period of 

observation and after frequent attempts to call the other ship.  

While the Rules of the Road indicate that Rose, as the stand-on vessel, can maintain course 

and speed, Rose demonstrates her expert power as an OOD by executing immediate, coercive 

actions to prevent a collision with the other vessel. She portrays her actions through her commands 

                                                        
13 In addition to taking written exams and standing hundreds of hours of bridge watch over the course of at least two 
nine-month long deployments, officers under-go an OOD board, which entails an oral exam with the ship’s Captain, 
Executive Officer, Navigation Officer, and additional leadership depending on the ship. 
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to the CONN with explicit tactical maneuvers that require changing both course (Right full rudder) 

and speed (Port engine ahead full).  

Excerpt 8 

32.  Rose: And I remember telling the the CONN  
33.   “OK” um:: you know “Right full rudder::”.. 
34.   uh:: you know uh “Port engine ahead fu-” 
35.   You know and we we ended up doing that loop that   
36.   you always hear about  

Even though the other vessel is not abiding by the Rules of the Road, every ship is responsible for 

avoiding collision, regardless of being the stand-on vessel. As stated in the Rules of the Road 

(CNSP/CNSPA, 2018: 17): 

Every vessel shall use all available means appropriate to the prevailing circumstances and 
conditions to determine if risk of collision exists. If there is any doubt such risk shall be 
deemed to exist. 
 

Rose recognizes her obligation to avoid a collision and voices the following commands to the 

CONN using constructed dialogue on lines 33-34, ““OK” um:: you know “Right full rudder::”.. 

uh:: you know uh “port engine ahead fu-”. Rose positions herself as the OOD, thereby exerting 

legitimate power, as giving specific commands to the CONN. Typically, the OOD gives orders to 

the CONN and the CONN determines the manner in which they will carry out those orders, which 

entails giving commands to the helmsman. In a moment of extremis, in order to avoid a collision, 

Rose gave commands to the CONN, telling them exactly what to say, in order to execute a tactical 

maneuver. She describes the maneuver on lines 35-36 as “You know and we we ended up doing 

that loop that you always hear about”. Again, creating alignment with me in the story-telling world, 

as another qualified OOD, and to further exhibit her familiarity and expertise with the ship’s 

configurations and capabilities.  

Rose commanded the CONN to turn right by indicating “Right full rudder”, meaning a 

20-degree shift in the rudder and “port engine ahead full” to further expedite the right turn. As 
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indicated above in her contact report, the engine configuration was trail shaft mode, meaning equal 

amounts of power were distributed between the port and the starboard shafts. By commanding 

“port engine ahead full”, Rose demands maximum power on the port shaft, creating asymmetric 

propulsion through the water. In other words, Rose sharpens the turning angle because the port 

side is pushing harder through the water while the starboard shaft is moving slower in conjunction 

with the right full rudder. 

 In addition to demonstrating expert power through knowledge of tactical maneuvers, Rose 

continues to act in accordance with the Rules of the Road with regard to the manner of her response 

to an impending collision. The Rules of the Road state (CNSP/CNSFA, 2018:18); 

Any alteration of course and/or speed to avoid collision shall, if the circumstances of the 
case admit, be large enough to be readily apparent to another vessel observing visually or 
by radar; a succession of small alterations of course and/or speed should be avoided. 

 

The Rules of the Road advise that vessels, in order to avoid collisions, should make large and 

obvious changes to their course and speed. Rose demonstrates her understanding of this instruction 

in her tactical maneuver to alter course. Typically, during transit, the CONN makes small 

incremental course changes to stay on course no greater than 10 degrees. As demonstrated by Rose, 

she commanded a 20 degree rudder change (Right Full Rudder) to turn the ship right. Additionally, 

she used her engines to further expedite the turn by placing them at different speeds. 

 Throughout her narrative, Rose exhibits epistemic authority as a qualified OOD by drawing 

from the three Navy publications, the Standard Organization and Regulation Manual 

(OPNAVINST 3120.32D), The Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders, and the Rules of the Road 

in addition to her Captain’s Standing Orders. In so doing, she demonstrates expert power, which 

infers her legitimate power as the OOD by enacting the social acts or responsibilities of the OOD.  
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In contrast to both Brad and Roxy’s narratives, Rose never explicitly states her role on her 

watch team. However, through demonstrations of the duties associated with the OOD, social acts 

and behaviors, Rose evidences her qualification as an OOD. Similar to Brad and Roxy’s narratives, 

Rose also positions herself relative to her interlocutors, the CONN and the Captain. She provided 

a contact report to the Captain, a duty of the OOD, and commanded the CONN, another 

responsibility of the OOD. 

The intertextual and interdiscursive process emerges throughout Rose’s narrative in the 

excerpts analyzed. I have provided below the adapted figure demonstrating the intertextual process 

that occurs through Box 1 and Box 2 into Box 3, as well as the interdiscursive process that emerges 

in Box 4, as Rose appropriates specific elements of Navy instructions to construct her narrative. 

 
Figure 5. Rose and the impending collision 

As previously mentioned, Rose does not explicitly express her legitimate power by stating her role 

as the OOD. However, in Excerpt 5, she positions herself in the story world relative to her Captain 

and then in Excerpt 7, relative to the CONN. In so doing, she draws from Box 1, OPNAVINST 

3120.32D (SORM) which defines the hierarchy of ship organization. In Excerpt 5, she recounts 

her contact report delivered to the Captain, which similar to Brad’s narrative, is found in both the 

Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders, and in the Captain’s Standing Orders.  

 Then, in order to craft her contact report to the Captain, Rose draws from the Rules of the 

Road and the Captain’s Standing Orders via Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders in two ways, 

Navy Instructions:
(1) Principles of the CO’s 

Standing Orders
(2) ………………………

Commanding Officer’s
Standing Orders

Box 1
Box 2

Box 4
Narrative

Watch
Box 3
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using specific phraseology and specific terms. This appropriation of the Rules of the Road can be 

visualized as a direct link from Box 1 to Box 4, as Rose first defines her ship as the “stand-on 

vessel” in a “crossing situation”.  She then entextualizes the Rules of the Road by enacting a large 

and apparent alteration to course and speed in her commands to the CONN, recontextualized 

within the standard commands, “Right full rudder” and “Port engine ahead full”. 

 In a moment of extremis, Rose’s narrative explicates the professional practices of an OOD. 

Within her narrative, she appropriates and entextualizes Navy terms and phraseology as well as 

abstracts instructions from the Rules of the Road. She then recontextualizes the information into 

her narrative as a demonstration of epistemic authority. In so doing, she conveys her expert power. 

Additionally, without explicitly stating her institutional role as OOD, she is able to infer her role 

relative to the Captain and the CONN, as well as demonstrations of specific social acts associated 

with the OOD. 

 In this section I provided three sea stories to focus on the construction of a leader identity 

in the context of standing watch on the bridge of a U.S. warship. I examined in each sea story uses 

of watch standing phraseology and references to U.S. Navy instructions as discursive strategies 

for the story-teller to establish their identity as well as establish credibility to tell a sea story. In 

the next section, I turn to leadership style by examining the interactions depicted within the story 

world by the story-teller as a character in their sea story among other characters.  

  

Self-Oriented and Relationally-Oriented Leadership Styles in Narratives 
 
 Similar to providing the theoretical framework for the intertextual and interdiscursive 

process that occurs to establish credibility through expert power and legitimate power above, I will 

explain the process I use to analyze the discursive strategies which demonstrate self-oriented and 
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relationally-oriented leadership styles in narratives.  But first, I want to reiterate that the purpose 

of my analysis is not to indicate that one style is better than the other. My intentions are to show 

how a specific leadership style, reflective of the transactional and transformational leadership 

styles discussed in the literature, emerges within the context of not just the Military or even the 

U.S. Navy, but specifically on the bridge of a U.S. warship as depicted in narrative discourse.  

 As mentioned above, one conceptualization of leadership style is adapted from Burns’ 

(1978, 2010) distinction of transformational leadership and transactional leadership. Walker and 

Aritz (2014) provide the following descriptions, “transactional leadership is characterized by a 

give-and-take relationship using rewards as an incentive, while transformational leadership is 

loosely defined as a charismatic leadership style that rallies subordinates around a common goal 

with enthusiasm and support” (p. 90). More broadly, according to Schnurr (2009), transactional 

leadership orients towards results and outcomes while transformational leadership orients towards 

facilitating cooperative and supportive relationships. In other words, transactional leadership is 

defined as goal-oriented while transformational leadership is defined as relationally-oriented. 

Building on, but in some ways departing from, Walker and Artiz’s, and Schnurr’s description of 

leadership style, I view leadership style within the context of the sea story narratives as existing 

on a continuum between self-oriented and relationally-oriented. Figure 6 below illustrates the 

leadership continuum. 

 
Figure 6. Leadership style continuum 
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I argue that regardless of the leadership style, whether self-oriented or relationally-oriented, within 

the context of the sea story, the common intention of telling the narratives in this study is to 

demonstrate how the participant maintained the safe navigation of their ship. In other words, the 

goal of the protagonist of each narrative has been the same, to safely navigate from point A to 

point B or to complete a dangerous evolution such as helicopter operations. In other words, all of 

the narratives demonstrate an orientation toward transactional leadership, and the continuum I 

offer re-conceptualizes “transformational leadership” as ranging from mostly self-oriented to 

mostly oriented towards relationships with others. In the previous analysis section, I analyzed the 

discursive construction of leadership through demonstrations of expert power and legitimate power. 

In this section, I analyze the construction of interactions in the story world through positioning and 

constructed dialogue as well as expressions of agency through alternating between a first-person 

plural “we” to indicate a collective achievement to first-person singular “I” to distinguish one’s 

self. 

Considering the focus in the narratives is the interactional accomplishment of leadership, 

the variability within each narrative exists in the participant’s choice of including other characters 

in the story world. Therefore, I argue to portray leadership style within these sea-stories, the story-

teller can choose to include other characters to either demonstrate accomplishing a goal as a 

relationally-oriented achievement or to focus on the self and describe the accomplishment as their 

achievement. Further, I argue and will demonstrate in the following excerpts that leadership style 

is not static in the sea-story narratives and that it is predicated on the (sometimes changing) 

circumstances depicted in the story world. 

 As stated above and restated here, the unit of analysis in this section is the inclusion of 

other characters in the story world and how the narrator positions themselves vis-à-vis other 
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characters through Tannen’s (2007) notion of “constructed dialogue” as “the recontextualization 

of words in a current discourse” (p. 17). Rather than using the term “reported speech” which 

presupposes a chunk of speech or an utterance is taken from their origin and repeated with fidelity, 

I strategically use “constructed dialogue” because it presupposes that changes occurred, from the 

actual words spoken to the context of the current discourse. In other words, the text is being 

reconstructed to fit the purpose or agenda of the speaker. Within the narratives in this study, 

constructed dialogue is the manifestation of interaction between the narrator and other characters 

and thus an apt domain for understanding leadership style. 

 

Marc and “Everybody and their mom’s on the bridge” 

The first story-teller is Marc, a gay man who graduated from the Academy in 2006 and is 

still actively serving. In the first narrative, Marc illustrates an event while transiting through the 

Strait of Malacca, which is one of the most transited passageways in the world. In his narrative, 

Marc demonstrates that not only is leadership style dynamic within the story world, but one can 

convey a different leadership style in the story-telling world. I demonstrate that Marc adjusts his 

leadership style in the story world from self-oriented to relationally-oriented to express in the 

story-telling world that in the given context, transiting through the Strait of Malacca, a relationally-

oriented leadership style would have been more effective.  

 During his watch, Marc loses situational awareness of other ships in his vicinity and 

provides a dangerous command to his CONN which could have resulted in a collision. However, 

because the ship had set the “sea and anchor detail”, additional watch-standers were available to 

correct Marc’s orders. The transit through the Strait of Malacca is considered a special evolution, 

an event with known risks, and a special watch configuration called a “sea-and-anchor detail” is 
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set on the bridge. The sea-and-anchor detail ensures maximum redundancy on the bridge and 

throughout the ship to mitigate known risks while conducting special evolutions, such as transits 

through busy passages ways like the Strait of Malacca or pulling into port.  For example, an officer 

is assigned adjacent to the helmsman to ensure all orders in steering are met accurately by the 

helmsman. Additional look outs are also assigned to maintain situational awareness of the ship’s 

surroundings. Further, the Captain, his Executive Officer, and the Navigator are typically on the 

bridge as well.  

Marc describes an over-taking situation on the right side during his watch, where another 

vessel is passing Marc’s ship from behind and moving at greater speeds. Marc, in order to maintain 

safe distance from the ship on the right, orders the CONN to come left to create additional space 

for the ship to safely navigate pass. However, Marc did not realize another ship was also on his 

left side, trying to over-take Marc’s ship at the same time; and so, coming to the left would 

potentially cause a collision. Below, in Figure 7, I. illustrate an over-taking situation. Marc’s ship, 

ship B is the middle vessel. When Marc observes vessel C over-taking his ship at greater speeds, 

he makes the command to come left to allow ship C to safely pass. Unbeknownst to Marc is vessel 

A which is also trying to over-take Marc’s ship. 

 
Figure 7. An overtaking situation 

 
In the context of the situation depicted in Figure 7, in the first excerpt, Marc positions 

himself in the story world as the OOD, relative to two other characters, the ship’s Captain and the 

CONN. In so doing, he establishes the hierarchy where he provides orders to the CONN while in 
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the presence of his Captain. However, despite Marc indicating the presence of other characters, he 

maintains a self-oriented position in the story world. In other words, he does not indicate any 

interaction with the other characters except to give the CONN an order. The excerpt begins with 

Marc stating that the Captain was on the bridge but pointing out that he himself was in charge by 

stating “I had the deck”, indicating in the story-telling world his legitimate power. 

Excerpt 1 
 
28. Marc: um:: Captain was on the bridge..  
29.  but um::..you know I had the deck.. 
30.  A::nd I didn’t see the ship over taking us 
31.  So:: I ordered my: Conning Officer:  
32.  to come left to open up a ship  
33.  that was on our right  
34.  that I was focused on  
35.  maintaining safe space from 
 
On line 29, after Marc mentions the Captain was on the bridge, states, “but um::..you know I had 

the deck..”. By using the conjunction but, Marc indicates that despite the presence of the ship’s 

Captain, Marc was in fact in charge as a character in the story-telling world; this helps establish 

his credibility as a narrator of a sea-story and as a qualified OOD. On lines 31-32 Marc then 

performs the social act of giving an order to the CONN, “So:: I ordered my: Conning Officer: to 

come left”, thereby positioning himself in the story world as an OOD. However, he had previously 

provided the external evaluation on line 30, “A::nd I didn’t see the ship over taking us” 

foreshadowing in the story-telling world the possible collision as a result of his order. Thus, in this 

first excerpt, Marc includes the CONN and the Captain in order to position himself as the OOD 

however constructs minimal interaction with them which suggest a self-oriented leadership style. 

 The second excerpt continues from above, as Marc describes his reaction to almost causing 

a collision. Within this excerpt, Marc orients toward a relationally-oriented leadership style 

depicted from the story-telling world as a result of his inadequacies as OOD. He externally 
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evaluates his OOD abilities on line 9, that he had “zero visibility”, indicating that as OOD, Marc 

lacked the situational awareness. 

Excerpt 2 
 
36. Marc: And I had zero visibility to my left on who was about to shove… 
37.  hundreds of thousands of tons:: up my ship 
38.  um:: Obviously we didn’t crash 
39.  but that was.. very\ very\ very\ very\ terrifying… 
40.  A::nd I had a good watch team= 
 
After describing the order provided to the CONN, Marc repeats on lines 36-37, “And I had zero 

visibility to my left on who was about to shove.. hundreds of thousands of tons up my ship”. Marc 

describes his decision as dangerously wrong as he takes ownership and responsibility by stating 

exactly what was wrong, that he had “zero visibility” in the direction he ordered his CONN to 

maneuver.  

Marc then provides an explanation of his actions in the embedded evaluation on line 38, 

“Obviously we didn’t crash”. Here, Marc uses the collective “we” pronoun. He then continues to 

provide the external evaluation on line 39, “but that was very, very, very, very terrifying”, 

emphasized by the use of “very” four times. Admitting he was in the wrong, he attributes the 

corrective measures to his watch team on line 40, “And I had a good watch team for that transit”. 

In preventing the collision with the other ship, Marc uses a collective “we” which conveys a 

combined effort in maintaining the safety of the ship and then switches back to first person 

singular “I” to further acknowledge his watch-team. In so doing, he negatively evaluates his 

performance in the story world from the story-telling world and acknowledges the response from 

the other watch standers which ensured the safety of the ship; this suggests Marc orienting toward 

a relationally-oriented leadership style. In other words, while Marc’s intention was to maintain 

safe navigation of his ship, in the end it was the actions of his watch standers, which he recognizes, 

as preventing a collision. 
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 In the last excerpt of Marc’s narrative, Marc provides the resolution where he further 

demonstrates hyperbole and the feeling of incompetence in the coda. Marc’s coda evidences the 

foreshadowing in the beginning of his narrative (Excerpt 1) via negative evaluation (line  3: A::nd 

I didn’t see the ship over taking us). While positioning himself as a decisive OOD, he lacked 

situational awareness.  

Excerpt 3 

41.  =for that transit everybody and their mom’s on the bridge\  
42.  So people are like.. “Oh:: you can’t do that”.. 
43.  It wasn’t quite that nice.. there was a lot of yelling.. 
44.  But we figured it out\ and I-I-I certainly uh:: came out of that experience  
45.  feeling like I was an incompetent ship driver.. and um:: 
46.  I never wanted to go back on the bridge again.. 
 

Marc emphasizes the collaborative nature necessary to correct his decision with hyperbole on 

line 41, “for that transit everybody and their mom’s on the bridge”. Transiting the Strait of 

Malacca is considered dangerous because ships are transiting in close vicinity to one another. 

Thus, as mentioned above, Marc’s ship set “sea-and-anchor” detail which entails more watch 

standers to ensure maximum redundancy to minimize known risks. In other words, the actual 

moms of the watch standers were not on the bridge, just more watch standers.  

Marc then creatively uses what Tannen (2007) calls “choral dialogue”, the voicing of more 

than one person at a time, with the introducer “like”. Tannen describes the use of “be + like” in 

constructed dialogue as a general reflection of what the speakers were saying rather than what 

they were literally saying. Thus, Marc voices everyone on the bridge using the historical present 

and “be+like” formulation to introduce the choral dialogue on line 42, “So people are like.. “Oh 

you can’t do that”. The use of constructed choral dialogue to voice the hyperbolic “everybody and 

their mom’s” in the historical present together emphasizes their reflexive evaluative function. By 

acknowledging the collaborative effort of his watch team in preventing a collision, Marc continues 
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to convey a relationally-oriented leadership style, by acknowledging the presence of the other 

watch standers. Additionally, his use of hyperbole conveys humor to possibly mitigate self-threats 

to his positive face (Brown and Levinson, 1978). 

 While it is interesting that Marc provides a narrative which self-characterizes as 

incompetent, in a discussion about leadership, it invokes a teaching moment in the story-telling 

world. In the beginning of the narrative, he presents himself as an assertive leader in the 

story world, however in the story-telling world he suggests otherwise, that his confidence would 

be his demise. Recalling line 30 from the first excerpt, Marc says, “A::nd I didn’t see the ship over 

taking us”. I argue this line functions is a free clause (Labov, 1997) which indicates it is not 

sequentially constrained. Rather, it provides the information that is not known to Marc in the 

story world but in the story-telling world it foreshadows the upcoming problem to the listener. 

Thus, Marc provides the teaching moment that in addition to not seeing the other ship overtaking 

them, he also neglected to rely on his watch-team.  

In sum, Marc’s narrative demonstrates that not only is the leadership continuum dynamic 

within the story world, it can also convey a contrast between leadership styles in the story-telling 

world and the story world. While Marc moves from a self-oriented leadership style in the beginning 

of his narrative to a relationally-oriented leadership style by the end of his narrative in the story 

world, Marc was ultimately conveying a relationally-oriented leadership style in the story-telling 

world.  

 

AJ and the ice sheets 

 The next story-teller, AJ, is a heterosexual man and graduated from the Academy in 2007. 

He left the U.S. Navy and is a civilian. In his narrative, AJ depicts a watch where he was OOD on 
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the bridge as his ship was entering into Baffin Bay at approximately 80º North on an Arctic 

expedition. Being that far north and close to the North Pole presents a variety of unique 

navigational challenges, for example, floating ice sheets are a dangerous hazard and ships have to 

use polar charts instead of nautical charts because lines of longitude at that latitude converge. AJ 

describes entering Baffin Bay as one of the most challenging watches he stood as OOD during his 

second tour, at which time he was also the Navigator14 (NAV) for his ship. As the NAV, AJ is 

responsible for ensuring the watch team, especially the OOD, is prepared with the appropriate 

resources to safely navigate and pilot the ship. During difficult transits, such as the Strait of 

Malacca, the NAV can assume OOD. Additionally, if the OOD loses the confidence of the NAV, 

the NAV can “take the deck”, meaning, assume the watch as OOD. In AJ’s narrative, I demonstrate 

how within the story world, AJ moves within the continuum of orientation from relationally-

oriented to self-oriented as he describes maintaining safe navigation under the extreme conditions 

of Baffin Bay.  

In the story world, AJ commences his narrative by using collective “we”, suggesting the 

arrival into Baffin Bay as a relationally-oriented accomplishment of the entire ship’s crew. 

However, AJ alternates between “we” and first person singular “I” in order to display agency and 

individuality (Harré and van Langenhove, 1991). Additionally, AJ’s narrative compares similarly 

to Brad’s narrative above as AJ presents himself as the primary agent for maintaining safe 

navigation of the ship despite leading a watch team of sailors. Further, AJ includes minimally 

developed characters, or “minor characters”, in order to provide a contrast so as the protagonist, 

AJ can be “fully individualized” (Woloch, 2003, p. 42). As mentioned above, AJ and his ship were 

                                                        
14 Navigator (NAV) is a department head position and they are responsible for the safe navigation and piloting of the 
ship.  Additional duties of the NAV include advising the Captain and the OOD as to the ship’s movements. The 
NAV may be included on the watch list and stand OOD or they NAV can assume OOD during special 
circumstances. 
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transiting through Baffin Bay located near the North Pole. Lines 20-21 commences with the first 

complicating action. Uses of “we” appear in bold font. 

Excerpt 4 

20. AJ: Oh: So we went o::n  
21.  [^^We went up to the arctic] on.. my second ship\ 
22.  uh.. we were like one of the first ships to do it in a long time/… 
23.  And we went up… into::.. Baffin Bay::.. All that like.. way::: way:: north.. 
24.  We were::..  
25.  Gosh I think the highest we went was like eighty::/.. north?  
 
In addition to commencing his narrative with a complicating action on line 20 “We went up to the 

arctic] on.. my second ship”, AJ also provides orientation by including the location as the Artic. 

Each line in his orientation uses the collective pronoun “we” which locates AJ in the story world 

as part of a ship’s crew transiting through Baffin Bay. In addition to providing orientation in the 

story world, AJ also externally evaluates the operations of the ship on line 22, “we were like one 

of the first ships to do it in a long time”. Continuing to use “we”, AJ emphasizes the 

extraordinariness of the exhibition by they were the “first ship in a long time”. In so doing, AJ 

positions himself in the story-telling world as relationally-oriented as he associates the 

accomplishment of arriving in Baffin Bay in the story world with the hard work of him and the 

ship’s crew. 

In the second excerpt, AJ provides the second complicating action, the ship getting stuck 

in an ice patch. He continues to provide external evaluation before another orientation clause that 

individualizes AJ in the story world by alternating first-person singular “I” to first-person plural 

“we”. 

Excerpt 5 

31. AJ: um:: and so we ended up getting stuck in an ice::..  
32.  An ice patch.. a:nd.. like floating sea ice… 
33.  And the ship was just like..  
34.  uh:: it was it was crazy.. so… 
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35.  I was on watch when we first got up to the ice/  
36.  and it started to just like.. 
37.  get .. you can tell..  
38.  temperature just drops like maybe fifteen\ twenty\ degrees.. 
 
On lines 31-32, AJ states the second complicating action, “and so we ended up getting stuck in an 

ice..an ice patch”. In order to describe the necessary actions to maintain safe navigation, AJ 

alternates between first person singular “I” and “we” on line 35, “I was on watch when we first 

got up to the ice”. By using “I” in contrast to “we”, AJ displays his personal identity, as separate 

from the other watch standers, and his social identity, his institutional role as OOD and NAV on 

the bridge. 

 In the third excerpt, AJ describes the temperature dropping as an additional complicating 

action and continues to elaborate about the challenging conditions of ice surrounding the ship. By 

describing the dangerous condition of the environment, AJ begins transitioning between 

relationally-oriented, as demonstrated by first-person plural “we”, to a self-oriented leadership 

style required to maintain the safe navigation of the ship. To indicate the extreme conditions of the 

expedition, AJ mentions the ship required additional crew-members, AGs (Aerographer’s mate), 

who have special training in meteorology and oceanography. 

Excerpt 6 

38. AJ: temperature just drops like maybe fifteen\ twenty\ degrees.. 
39.  And then all of a sudden..  
40.  like you just see ice.. everywhere..  
41.  like there was.. 
42.  You’re surrounded by it.. 
43.  And so we’re-.. the floating ice sheets= 
44.  =since you don’t know where they really are/.. 
45.  and we have like.. AGs on board and what not to help us with this but… 
46.  [^^You just can’t avoid that kinda stuff] like= 
 
As AJ describes the sudden change in temperature on line 38, “temperature just drops like maybe 

fifteen\ twenty\ degrees”, he also shifts to historical present as an internal evaluation tool to draw 
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the listener into the story world (following Schiffrin, 1991). AJ continues in the historical present 

in order to draw emphasis to the dangerous ice sheets. On line 45 he states, “and we have like.. 

AGs on board and what not to help us with this but”. Mentioning the AGs on board serves as an 

additional evaluation by emphasizing the need for specially trained enlisted crew-members not 

normally part of a ship’s crew. The necessity of the AGs highlights AJ’s statement on line 22 

above, that they were “one of the first ships to do it in a long time”.  

 Also of interest in this excerpt is AJ’s use of second-person singular “you”, or broadly 

known as the “indefinite you” or “interpersonal you”. O’Connor (1994) describes the function of 

“you” in narratives is to involve the listener in the story world. AJ states on line 40, “like you just 

see ice.. everywhere..”. And then on line 42, he continues, “You’re surrounded by it”. AJ then 

instills a sense of anxiety on line 44, “you don’t know where they really are” and line 46, “You 

just can’t avoid that kinda stuff”. O’Connor also describes an “intrapersonal you” (p. 64) that not 

only does “you” function to provide a shared sense of feeling between narrator and listener, but 

also to convey the version of the narrator in the story world.  

As AJ continues to emphasize the challenges of the expedition both in the story world and 

the story-telling world by drawing in the listener with “you”, he departs from the relationally-

oriented descriptions in the orientation, as suggested by the use of collective “we”, and toward a 

self-oriented description into the next excerpt, his resolution. In the final excerpt, AJ provides the 

resolution to his narrative as his ship in the story world exits the ice. In this excerpt, he explicitly 

invokes his legitimate power as the Navigator to convey that his presence on the bridge was 

necessary to ensure the safe navigation of the ship. Additionally, AJ uses constructed dialogue to 

voice himself in the story world as turning over his duties as the OOD to his Captain, suggesting 
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that the Captain is the only other person on board at the time who can also ensure the safety of the 

ship. 

Excerpt 7 

47. AJ: =[^^But that was probably the most] challenging::..  
48.  watch\ that I had/  
49.  [^^because I ended up] staying up as the Navigator::  
50.  for::.. [^^until we got out of the ice]..  
51.  And back onto like.. some kinda solid course away from the ice..  
52.  um::.. [^^That was probably one of the most] challenging watches I’ve had..  
53.  like I turned the OOD over to the CO and just like look… 
54.  “CO has the CONN and OOD  
55.  and … if you-[@@@] LOG it.. make sure-like.. 
56.  Don’t eff this one up.. he’s got it”… and so.. that was.. that was probably 
57.  challenging- it was scary… 
 
On lines 49-50, AJ after depicts the watch as his most challenging watch experience and states,  

“because I ended up staying up as the Navigator for::..until we got out of the ice”. Here, AJ invokes 

his institutional role as Navigator and not just the OOD.  As stated by OpNavInst 3120:  

“The duties of the Navigator will include advising the Commanding Officer (CO) and the 
Officer of the Deck (OOD) as to the ship’s movements, and if the ship is running into 
danger, as to the safe course to be steered”. 

 
It could have been that AJ was scheduled as the OOD to stand watch15 when the ship entered 

Baffin Bay. However, AJ remained on watch as the Navigator because he was, second to the 

Captain, the only person capable of ensuring the safe navigation of the ship. In order to do so, it is 

likely AJ assumed the OOD’s responsibilities rather than advising an OOD. This is evidenced on 

lines 53-56 where AJ voices his turn over of OOD and CONN to the Captain, “like I turned the 

OOD over to the CO and just like look… ‘CO has the CONN and OOD and … if you-[@@@] 

LOG it.. make sure-‘like.. Don’t eff this one up.. he’s got it’”. Here, AJ voices himself announcing 

                                                        
15 All SWOs, on board a ship, are qualified as OOD. However, typically only the junior division officers stand 
OOD. The navigator will stand OOD under special circumstances when their expertise is necessary. 
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to the bridge that he is formally turning over OOD and the CONN to the Captain16. Typically, the 

OOD and the CONN are separate watch standers. The CONN is the one and only person able to 

give steering and engine orders under the guidance of an OOD. In AJ’s narrative, he invoked his 

institutional authority as the Navigator to assume both the CONN and the OOD to ensure the safety 

of the ship. Thus, in this final excerpt, AJ portrays the necessity of a self-oriented leadership style 

in dangerous circumstances.  

In his narrative, AJ demonstrates a dynamic leadership style in the story world which 

adjusts to the challenges at hand. When he began his narrative, AJ conveyed a relationally-oriented 

leadership style when he introduced the arrival in Baffin Bay as a collective achievement, reflected 

by his use of the first-person plural pronoun “we”. However, when AJ introduced the complicating 

action of arriving into a patch of ice, he departs entirely from a relationally-oriented depiction of 

his leadership in the story world and into an entirely self-oriented depiction as suggested by his 

use of constructed dialogue to voice his turn over of CONN and OOD to the Captain. In AJ’s 

narrative, he demonstrates how in a situation of extremis, or danger, one’s leadership style can 

adjust to the changing circumstances. 

 

Tim and “We can still hit an anchored vessel” 

The last story-teller is Tim, he is a bisexual transgender man who graduated from the 

Academy in 2014. During the sociolinguistic interview, Tim focused on challenging “watch 

turnovers” while discussing watches underway. The premise of Tim’s narrative entails an off-

going OOD who was negligent in their duties not only to provide an adequate turnover of 

information, but also to inform the Navigator of missing information on the nautical charts. Before 

                                                        
16 As protocol, when an OODs turn over the watch, they formally announce to the entire bridge, “I relieve you, 
sir/ma’am”. Once the new OOD takes the watch, they announce, “This is ___. I have the deck”. 
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Tim could work with the off-going OOD, in a relationally-oriented manner, he realized the 

inadequacies in the off-going OOD’s turnover and watch-standing abilities and refused to take the 

watch. In his narrative, Tim demonstrates in the story world a self-oriented leadership style in 

reaction to the off-going OOD’s self-oriented leadership style. Additionally, at the end of Tim’s 

narrative in the coda, Tim reflects on this specific story as a teaching moment for officers he trains. 

Thus, Tim’s narrative demonstrates in the story-telling world, a relationally-oriented leadership 

style.  

The importance of a proper relief, or “turn over” of the watch is emphasized in 

OPNAVINST 3120.32C: 

“Both the relieved watch and the relieving watch are responsible for ensuring that the 
relieving watch is completely aware of all unusual conditions. These include tactical 
situations, equipment out of commission, deviations from normal plant or equipment line-
up, forthcoming evolutions (if known), and any other matters pertinent to the watch” (Ch. 
4 sect. 7). 

 
The relieved watch, being the off-going watch, is responsible for ensuring the on-coming watch is 

adequately prepared to assume the watch. Typically, when the on-coming OOD arrives on watch, 

they walk through the various watch stations in order to become acquainted with the situation at 

hand. For example, an OOD will look at the nautical charts and radar to become oriented to the 

ship’s current transit as well as any contacts in vicinity. When the off-going OOD is ready to turn 

over the watch, they initiate a turn over with all the necessary information. Once the on-coming 

OOD is ready to take the watch, the turn over is announced to the bridge and recorded in the ship’s 

deck logs, the official record of the ship’s history. The deck logs are subsequently submitted to the 

Bureau of Naval Personnel for official document keeping. Thus, by assuming the watch, the OOD 

is legally bound to execute faithfully their assigned duties. 
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Arriving on the bridge for an early morning watch, Tim realized that along the horizon 

were various contacts (other vessels such as merchant cargo ships) along the ship’s track, or plan 

of intended movement (PIM). After verifying the planned track of the ship with the navigation 

team’s nautical charts, he then inquired with the off-going OOD about the situation at hand. In 

what follows is the use of constructed dialogue in a back and forth conversation voiced by Tim 

between him and the off-going OOD. 

Excerpt 8 
 

24.  [INH] And so I ask the OOD I was like.. “what’s going on?”  
25.  And she’s like.. “I’m just following the track”  
26.  And I was like “Does the Captain know about any of these vessels?”..  
27.  And she’s like “No they’re anchored”.. 
28.  And I was like “We can still hit an anchored vessel like you know that right?.”.  
29.  And she’s like “[^^Just take the watch]”..  
30.  And I was like “[@@ absolutely not]”..  
31.  So I go over and I call the Captain= 
32.  =She’s like “[↑↑ [^^ You can’t do that!]]”  
33.  And I was like.. “Pretty sure the Standing Orders tell me to do exactly this”.. 

Tim uses a variety of what Tannen (2007) calls “involvement strategies”, specifically, here, 

constructed dialogue to position himself in contrast to his interlocutor, the off-going OOD. Tim 

further uses contrastive prosodic qualities in his voicing of the constructed dialogue which serves 

as a contextualization cue (Gumperz, 1982) that a change of footing (Goffman, 1981) is occurring. 

With each utterance of the off-going OOD, Tim uses a high-pitched voice characteristic of a 

mocking attitude, indexing a dis-alignment with the off-going OOD. This back and forth 

constructed dialogue leads Tim to also depart from engaging with the off-going OOD, and 

invoking the instructions in the Captain’s Standing Orders to refuse the watch predicated on an 

inadequate turnover.  

After asking the OOD about the vessels along the ship’s route, Tim voices the OOD’s 

response on line 25 as, “I’m just following the track”, or the plan of intended movement (PIM) as 
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indicated on the nautical chart. By using the adverb just, Tim implies the OOD was not thinking 

critically of the situation. She was “only following the track” without anticipation of the 

foreseeable dangers. When the off-going OOD implies there are no dangers on line 27 (“No they’re 

anchored”) Tim questions her competence on line 28, “We can still hit an anchored vessel like you 

know that right?..” When the OOD demands Tim on line 29 to “Just take the watch”, Tim, refuses 

and instead decides to call the Captain. When the OOD protests his actions, Tim states on line 33, 

“Pretty sure the Standing Orders tell me to do exactly this”. In this interaction, Tim positions 

himself as equal to the off-going OOD in the story world as both are qualified watch standers. 

However, Tim distances himself by using a high pitch tone which contributes to his negative 

evaluation of the off-going OOD for her incompetence regarding the anchorage site. Tim further 

portrays the off-going OOD as self-oriented as she was not concerned with or cognizant of the 

necessity to prepare the on-coming watch for anticipated challenges.  

After Tim informs the Captain, the Captain asks Tim if he had already called the Navigator, 

as the missing anchorage site is also an issue of inaccuracies in the navigation charts. Soon after, 

the Navigator arrived on the bridge to mitigate the situation. The following excerpt pertains to the 

resolution and coda where Tim steps out of the story world and provides the following negative 

evaluations of the off-going OOD that they were not concerned with the vessels along the horizon 

or that there was an anchorage site not plotted, or represented, on any of the navigation resources 

(GPS stands for Global Positioning System and VMS stands for Vessel Monitoring System). 

According to Tim, as states below on the first two lines, 64-65, the OOD did not care and “she just 

wanted to get off watch”. 

Excerpt 9 

64. Tim: [^^And it was all about her just wanting to get off watch]..  
65.  [^^She didn’t care.] 
66.  She was just gonna follow the track.. It didn’t matter that..  
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67.  There was this anchorage that wasn’t plotted on GPS\ or VMS\.. Yeah..  
68.  And it really pissed me off and yeah... 
69.  And I-[^^I would tell] all of our JOODs and OODs that  
70.  are learning.. you know their way= 
71.  =I was like look.. like this is my story\ I always told them  
72.  this story and I was like “Just because there’s a track\..  
73.  Doesn’t mean you follow it to a T\”.. 
 
After negatively evaluating the off-going OOD, Tim states on line 68, “And I-[^^I would tell] all 

of our JOODs and OODs that are learning.. you know their way, I was like look.. like this is my 

story”. Tim explicitly states that he uses this particular story to teach new officers on the bridge. 

Specifically he states on line 9-10, “Just because there’s a track.. doesn’t mean you follow it to a 

T”. Here, Tim continues to negatively evaluate the off-going OOD in the story world for not 

thinking critically despite the presence of anchored vessels along the ship’s course. In the story-

telling world, Tim positions himself as relationally-oriented because he’s demonstrating a 

facilitative nature (Holmes 2000 via Schnurr, 2009) in regard to officer training by being 

concerned about their professional development. Additionally, as Tim’s distancing from the off-

going OOD reflects Tannen’s (1994) theoretical paradigm of power and solidarity. Despite Tim 

and the off-going OOD being equal in status as both junior officers as well as OODs, Tim distances 

himself from the OOD by invoking the instructions in the Captain’s Standing Orders. Thus, Tim 

demonstrates that the relationship between officers are both, in Tannen’s words,  “polysemous and 

ambiguous”.  

 In sum, in his narrative, Tim depicts the off-going OOD as self-oriented for being primarily 

concerned with turning over the watch. In the second excerpt, Tim continues to negatively evaluate 

the off-going OOD because she failed to take preventive measures to maintain the safety of the 

ship being self-oriented. Thus, Tim contrasts himself with the off-going OOD in the story-telling 

world by explicitly stating he uses this story as an inadequate turnover to help teach new officers 
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becoming OODs while presenting himself as relationally-oriented as he turns his narrative of a 

bad turn-over into a lesson for new officers. 

 In this section, I provided three sea stories to demonstrate how leadership style, as either 

self-oriented or relationally-oriented emerges in the interactions depicted in narratives through 

constructed dialogue as well as choice of pronouns. I claimed that in narratives, specifically these 

sea stories, the shared goal of the story-tellers was to ensure the safety of the ship. Thus, I conveyed 

their leadership style predicated on the manner they achieved or maintained he safety of the ship.  

 

Summary and Discussion 

 Within the analyses, I examined six sea stories, first-person narratives of standing watch 

on a sea vessel. In the first section, I analyzed three different narratives, one told from the 

perspective of the JOOD and two from the perspective of the OOD. Within each sea story, I argued 

that the participants conveyed their expert power through expertise of ship-handling and 

navigation practices, as well as knowledge of Navy instructions, specifically the Captain’s 

Standing Orders. Participants articulated their legitimate power by explicitly stating their role or 

demonstrating it through specific social acts. In Roxy’s narrative, in the story world she positioned 

herself relative to an OOD with legitimate power, however she questioned their expert power in 

both the story world and story-telling world by observing them not acting in accordance with the 

Captain’s Standing Orders and the Navy instructions for conducting helicopter operations. 

 In the other two sea stories, both Brad and Rose provided the perspective of a qualified 

OOD. In Brad’s narrative, he explicitly stated his role as OOD and his qualification, conveying his 

legitimate power and expert power while depicting a watch during the night where he encountered 

a fishing fleet. In order to make aware his Captain about the fishing fleet, he demonstrated his 
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expert power through the voicing of a constructed contact report. By appropriating specific 

requirements from the Principles of the CO’s Standing Orders, he reified his expert power and 

legitimate power as the OOD. 

 Rose’s sea story offered the most layered depiction of the expertise required of an OOD by 

appropriating more Navy instructions than both Roxy and Brad. In Rose’s narrative, she located 

herself in the story world among two different interlocutors, the ship’s Captain and the CONN. 

She then walked the listener through her night watch and her decision-making process where she 

had an impending collision with a merchant ship that did not adhere to the Rules of the Road. In a 

moment of extremis, she voiced her command to the CONN, animating his commands to the 

helmsman. Thus, she positions herself in the story world as the OOD relative to the CONN and 

Captain in accordance with the SORM by performing her duties as OOD. Additionally, Rose 

acknowledged that the Captain despite possessing legitimate power, was “relatively new” and did 

not possess the expected expert power. 

In the second analysis section, I analyzed three additional sea stories to investigate the 

participant’s leadership style demonstrated in the story world and conveyed in the story-telling 

world. In each sea story, all story-tellers positioned themselves as OODs. In the story world, I 

relied on Tannen’s (2007) notion of constructed dialogue to analyze interactions between the 

participant and their interlocutors. Additionally, I analyzed the use of pronouns as a demonstration 

of agency and individualization of self in the story world. I found that each participant either 

conveyed leadership style on a continuum orienting toward self (self-oriented) or toward their 

interlocutors (relationally-oriented).  

In the first sea story, Marc positions himself in the story world as the OOD relative to his 

ship’s Captain and the CONN while transiting through the Strait of Malacca. During the narrative, 
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Marc conveyed a self-oriented leadership style as he commanded his CONN while also 

foreshadowing through external evaluation the demise of his assertiveness. After giving a 

command to the CONN that would have resulted in a possible collision at sea, Marc depicted the 

constructed choral dialogue of the other bridge watch standers. In so doing, Marc regained 

situational awareness and attributed the correction to his watch team, thus demonstrating a 

relationally-oriented leadership style in the story world while negatively evaluating his self-

oriented leadership performance in the story-telling world. 

In the second sea story, AJ described his ship arriving in Baffin Bay, during an Arctic 

expedition, and getting stuck navigating through ice patches. When AJ began his narrative, he 

commenced with a collective “we” pronoun, suggesting a relationally-oriented leadership style in 

the story world as he attributed the arrival to the combined efforts of him and his ship’s crew. 

However, when the temperatures began to rapidly drop and the ship finds itself surrounded by ice 

patches, AJ began to individualize himself by using first-person singular “I”, suggesting a self-

oriented leadership style in the story world as he attributed the safe navigation of the ship to his 

expertise. He then emphasized his expertise as an OOD by using constructed dialogue to voice 

himself in the story world as turning the watch over to the only other capable watch stander, the 

ship’s Captain. 

In the final sea story, Tim described a watch turn over where the off-going OOD failed to 

provide an adequate turn-over. Tim conveyed the interaction between him and the off-going OOD 

using constructed dialogue. In the interaction, Tim’s negative evaluation of the off-going OOD 

suggests his disalignment with the off-going OOD’s self-oriented leadership. In Tim’s coda, while 

continuing to negatively evaluate the off-going OOD, he then demonstrated a relationally-oriented 

leadership style in the story-telling world as he stated that he uses this specific narrative to teach 
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new watch-standers about the importance of a proper watch turn over. Tim’s interaction with the 

off-going OOD also reflects the “polysemous and ambiguous” (Tannen, 1993) nature of the 

relationships between junior officers. Despite Tim being of equal rank as the off-going OOD, he 

is able to “one up” his position by invoking the instructions in the Captain’s Standing Orders.   

Within the analyses, I first demonstrated the importance of conveying credibility in order 

to provide a sea story. By providing a framework depicting the intertextual and interdiscursive 

process, I attempted to illuminate the professional practices of Surface Warfare Officers through 

the lens of narrative which also functions to help demonstrate expert power in the story world and 

epistemic authority in the story-telling world. In demonstrating power and authority, the 

participants conveyed credibility as a naval officer and narrator of a sea story. Additionally, each 

participant either explicitly stated their institutional role in the story-telling world or demonstrated 

their legitimate power in the story world by conveying socially recognized behaviors or actions of 

a watch stander on the bridge. 

I then demonstrated that leadership style within each narrative can be dynamic, or change 

depending on the circumstances of the sea-story. Drawing from Walker and Artiz’s (2014) and 

Shnurr’s (2009) definitions of transactional leadership, characterized by a give-and-take 

relationship (goal-oriented), and transformational leadership, characterized by solidarity and 

cooperation (relationally-oriented), I demonstrated within each sea-story that each participant 

shared the common goal of safely navigating their ship or completing a dangerous at-sea evolution. 

Thus, I defined leadership style within the context of the sea story narrative as either self-oriented 

or relationally-oriented. A self-oriented leadership style within a narrative conveys the 

accomplishment of a goal as achieved by an individual, such as the protagonist or narrator. A 

relationally-oriented leadership style conveys accomplishment of a goal as a collective effort.  
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 Within the demonstration of expert power and legitimate power, each participant found it 

necessary to establish credibility as a naval officer in order to tell a sea story. Each participant also 

relied on similar resources, specifically their Captain’s Standing orders, which evidences 

uniformity of knowledge through training or indoctrination into the Navy. In addition, each 

participant recognized the need to establish hierarchy within their narratives by positioning 

themselves in the story world relative to their interlocutors. In all but Roxy’s narrative where she 

positioned herself as the JOOD, all other participants positioned themselves as the OOD. However, 

in each narrative, the OOD identity emerges through the performance of socially recognized 

behaviors in the story world. The most salient behavior is the performance of commands. 

 In the analysis of leadership style, each participant shifted between being self-oriented and 

being relationally-oriented in their narratives. Overall, the two men who identify as heterosexual, 

Brad and AJ, constructed their sea stories with the fewest characters. Brad explicitly stated his 

institutional role as the OOD, however also demonstrated his legitimate power by performing a 

specific responsibility of the OOD, the contact report to the Captain. Thus, in his narrative, he 

positioned himself relative to the Captain as the OOD, and the sole watch stander responsible for 

navigating around a fishing fleet. Similarly, AJ, alternating from the use of the collective first-

person plural “we” to the singular “I”, individualized himself as the OOD and Navigator in order 

to explicitly state his institutional role and demonstrate agency. He then demonstrated his 

legitimate power by voicing himself through constructed dialogue as turning the watch over to the 

ship’s Captain. Like Brad, AJ positioned himself relative to the Captain, the person ultimately 

responsible for the safe navigation of the ship. In so doing, both AJ and Brad demonstrated a self-

oriented leadership style predicated on the accomplishment of a goal as an individual achievement. 
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 In a similar fashion, Rose, who identifies as a heterosexual woman, positioned herself 

relative to the ship’s Captain, who she evaluated as relatively new, and the CONN. Also, 

specifically similar to AJ, Rose used the collective “we” to describe the preventive measures 

performed by her and her Captain to increase CPA (closest point of approach) with a merchant 

vessel. But as she mentioned, at the end of the day, the merchant vessel never turned. In a moment 

of extremis, Rose demonstrated in the story world her use of expert power to avoid a near collision. 

She realized because of the circumstances; Rose needed to exercise a self-oriented leadership style 

which she demonstrated by performing a specific tactical turning maneuver.  

 Marc, who identifies as a gay man, also positioned himself relative to the ship’s Captain 

and a CONN. However, he explicitly stated he was the OOD in order to establish expert power 

and legitimate power in the story-telling world. Thus, in the story world, Marc demonstrated an 

assertive self-oriented leadership style while simultaneously negatively evaluating his leadership 

performance by providing the foreshadowing that he would give a dangerous order to the CONN 

that could have resulted in a collision. However, he recognized that his watch team had maintained 

the proper situational awareness and corrected his order. Thus, Marc negatively evaluated his 

initial self-oriented leadership style. In so doing, his positive evaluation and recognition of his 

watch-team suggests in the story-telling world an alignment toward a relationally-oriented 

leadership style.  

 Roxy, who identifies as a lesbian woman, positioned herself as the JOOD relative to an 

OOD. Thus, in the story world she possessed less expert power and legitimate power relative to 

the OOD. However, in the story-telling world, where she possessed both expert power and 

legitimate power as a seasoned qualified OOD and SWO, she was able to negatively evaluate the 

OOD in the story world for their self-oriented leadership style demonstrated by their sole reliance 
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on their judgement to determine suitable landing conditions for a helicopter. Thus, similar to Marc, 

Roxy negatively evaluated the leadership performance of a self-oriented OOD suggesting her 

alignment toward a relationally-oriented leadership style. 

 Lastly, Tim, who identifies as a transgender, bisexual man, also negatively evaluated the 

performance of another OOD’s self-oriented leadership performance. When Tim arrived on the 

bridge and realized the ship was sailing into an uncharted anchorage plot, he sought to correct the 

discrepancy with the off-going OOD. However, through a series of instances of constructed 

dialogue, he negatively evaluated the off-going OOD for only wanting to get off watch. In other 

words, the uncharted anchorage plot was Tim’s problem and the off-going OOD did not consider 

it her responsibility to correct. Tim finished his narrative by stating he uses this specific sea story 

to help teach new OODs, which suggests Tim orients towards a relationally-oriented leadership 

style. 

 Within this study, I found that the participants who identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual and 

transgender negatively evaluated self-oriented leadership performance (in the case of Marc, it was 

his own performance). Among the heterosexual participants, Rose demonstrated a relationally-

oriented leadership style until a situation of extremis presented itself and she exercised her duties 

in a self-oriented manner. Lastly, the two men who identify as heterosexual both demonstrated a 

self-oriented leadership style in order to ensure safe navigation in their narratives.  

While this study is not intended to generalize behaviors among the various gender and 

sexual identities, this study does reinforce existing studies’ findings that women tend to convey a 

relationally-oriented leadership style while men are characterized by a more assertive leadership 

style (Walker & Artiz 2014; Holmes & Stubbe, 2003). It also provides empirical evidence which 

demonstrates how LGBT persons perform leadership which is consistent with Henderson et al.’s 
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(2018) findings that LGBTQ+ individuals in leadership positions self-report as preferring “to 

incorporate relational concerns and the needs of others when leading and influencing other people” 

(p. 347).  In addition, my analysis adds to our understanding of how constructed dialogue and 

specific types of intertextuality and interdiscursivity are used by narrators to construct their 

identities as leaders manifesting various styles. Finally, to my knowledge, my study is the first to 

provide a discursive approach to investigating how LGBTQ+ individuals construct a leader 

identity and “do” leadership in the narratives they tell. It thus contributes to an extends the current 

body of research that focuses on gendered discourse styles, expanding our understanding of how 

people with different identities perform leadership. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

In the “Report of the comprehensive review of the issues associated with the repeal of 

‘Don’t Ask Don’t Tell’” (Department of Defense, 2010), a question which appeared in the survey 

and answered by approximately 115,000 service members asked, “In your career, have you ever 

worked in a unit with a leader you believed to be homosexual?” (p. 180). Nearly 72,000 service 

members responded “no” while nearly 43,000 service members responded “yes”. Respondents of 

“yes” then were directed to respond to questions regarding the effects of the leader’s sexual identity 

on their unit’s morale, performance and ability to work together. The 2010 survey which 

contributed to the repeal of DADT is the only study that investigated in the military the 

effectiveness of the leadership performance of perceived gay and lesbian service members.  

In this thesis, I hope to provide an answer to the “how” gay, lesbian, bisexual and 

transgender service members perform leadership.  In the context of the military where the 

institution is gendered masculine and members are accultured into the institution, it is impossible 

to believe that variation among the 1.3 million active-duty service members would not exist. 

Drawing from Kronsell’s (2005), feminist standpoint theory “argues that women’s historical 

situation of subordination within a system of gender hierarchy creates conditions for them to see 

the operations of the male-as-norm. Power relations constitute the conditions of knowledge… and 

that knowledge is generated through the struggles of the deprived and the less privileged” (p. 288). 

In other words, in an institution gendered masculine, such as the military, the prevalence of those 

individuals not ascribed as “masculine” by societal norms, make visible the systematic 

discriminatory practices intertwined in the culture. This study hopes to shed light on those 

differences by demonstrating how those differences exist in the leadership performance of Surface 

Warfare Officers through their sea stories and the linguistic choices they make. 
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APPENDICES  
Appendix A 
Transcripts 

 
Transcription Conventions 

 
[^^ word phrase]  words within the brackets following two carrots is accelerated speech 

[%% word phrase] slow speech 

[@@ word phrase] words within the brackets following two “at” symbols denotes  

   overlapping laughter with speech 

[## word phrase]  words within bracket are mumbled yet recognizable 

[###]    unrecognizable speech 

wo-   break in middle of a word 

word=   two equal signs denotes latching between different speakers 
         =word   

clause=   An equal sign at the end of a clause and on the following line denotes a 
=clause   fast continuous flow  

[CT]    clearing throat  

[CCC]   coughing 

?     denotes raising intonation resembling the degree of a question 

/     denotes slight raising intonation 

\    denotes a dropping in intonation 

<word phrase>   drop in voice volume 

<<word phrase>>  whispering 

*word phrase*   raise in voice volume 

[↑↑ word phrase]  raise in pitch 

[↓↓ word phrase]  drop in pitch 

italicized  words   emphasis 

underlined   stronger emphasis 

italicized and underlined  very stronger emphasis (normally used when there is contrasting emphasis between  
    multiple words.  
||    two parallel lines denotes a dental click 

[BR]    Audible Breath Release 

[AS]    Audible Swallow  

[INH]    Inhale 
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Roxy and the “Superstar” Officer of the Deck 
 

30. Nick: Do you recall a challenging watch? 
31. Roxy: || U::m: [^^I know this one in particular]= 
32.  =So this was actually befor::e I qualified as as.. u::m..  
33.  [^^As the officer of the deck.] 
34.  I::.. [^^So like I keep] a-I use to keep a journal as a JO:\  
35.  I-I haven’t done it on shore duty because I don’t think it’s um: as pertinent/  
36.  But\... um right [^^when I commissioned] a mentor of mine told me that …  
37.  it would be:: good to-like chronicle:/  
38.  uh leadership lessons/ that I had see:n/  
39.  good and ba:d/.. 
40.  you know/ so-as a JO so that one day if I was ever: in a position.. 
41.   [↑↑higher than a].. J-JO that I would- remember:..  
42.  the perspective.. o::f you know from being at that lower level\ 
43.  um.. || And [^^I remember there was one that I was really hung up] on::= 
44.  =on my first deployment= 
45.  =And I wrote a lot about was [^^I was the junior officer of the deck].. 
46.  And my officer of the deck was.. like.. con-[^^considered the super star\] 
47.  of::.. her:: peer group… ||uh on board.. a:nd [^^I did not think] that she was\  
48.  [^^just standing with her.]  
49.  She wasn’t very diligent\ but-um::.. had like ||  
50.  [^^kinda a personality could sell it]/ 
51.  A::nd there was a particular watch where we were launching helicopter:s.. 
52.  A:nd she refused to ask the captain for all the appropriate permissions/  
53.  And just.. you know believed that.. 
54.  She gauged [^^that the winds were correct]\= 
55.  =She gauged [^^that we were on the correct course]\= 
56.  =And heading and that.. um:..  
57.  You know we were all cleared and that she could..move forward without..  
58.  without needing to call him\.. 
59.  || uh and different things [^^you know kinda of that nature/] 
60.  And that was was for me I was junior to her::\  
61.  I wasn’t qualified yet\  
62.  I needed recommendation/ you know as my overwatch.. to::.. 
63.  continue in the qual process. 
64.  um || A:nd I will say in that instance  
65.  I:: hesitated/ on what to do and so she moved forward with launching  
66.  without permissions/ 
67.  Um: but as she:: gave the orders to launch..  
68.  I was co-[^^you know] I ended calling down to the TAO\..  
69.  um::.. to explain that the bridge had not\ procured permission from the captain::  
70.  a:nd uh: We had done it anways/  
71.  you know [^^And of course when the captain showed up] in all of that 
72.  um:: ..|| But I think what\.. wa:s= 
73.  =[^^the most disheartening of that whole situation 
74.  cause [^^you know in the end we’re all JOs]= 
75.  =[^^I think and we all make mistakes]\  
76.  was that the captain:: was not at all surprised=  
77.  =And then.. he never reprimanded her for it.. 
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78.  And I think always kinda stuck with me… 
79.  Um.. because from then on for me:: in my eyes at least= 
80.  =And that watch team had set this precedent that.. [INH]  
81.  [^^You know] if you were certain..-if you were viewed a certain way by.. 
82.  certain leaders [^^its kinda that whole like you know]  
83.  You could have favorites..umm  
84.  And that you could do no wrong..  
85.  um And that was for me just like.. to remember.. 
86.  you know that I think its human nature/ we might have…  
87.  [^^certain people that we connect with better than others right/]  
88.  And [^^they become your favorites/ ] 
89.  but when you’re in the role of an officer  
90.  And you have to lead a team.. or group= 
91.  =[^^You know a division]… wardroom what not..um::  
92.  You have to try your best to I think to kinda pull yourself away  
93.  from that and you know and that its human nature and  
94.  its gonna be fine that you have these relationship/ or … you know we connect 
95.  better || with certain people but the way that you treat them and the standards 
96.  that you hold them too/ should be the same across the board.|| 
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Brad and some middle of the night watch 
 

1. Nick: What was standing.. uh bridge watch like on one of those big decks 
2.  as an ensign? 
3. Brad: um: It actually wasn’t too bad.. 
4.  um: Cause especially on a gator its not like you’re following around= 
5.  =[^^especially on a big deck] um: you’re not following around other ships\ 
6.  [##I mean] we’re just usually sitting in boxes= 
7.  =Just kinda doing.. circles in the box.. 
8.  And maybe dropping marines off=um 
9.  But it was-it was pretty low key for the most part 
10.  [^^There was a couple times] on deployment 
11.  When we were in some hairy spots/ 
12.  um: [^^You know I remember].. 
13.  you know usually-its always[-^^its usually in the middle of the night] 
14.  when its-when its-something goes down 
15.  I remember one time we were going through::= 
16.  =Somewhere over near the Philippines.. 
17.  And I just saw-[^^So I was officer of the deck]=So I was qualified.. 
18.  um It was-I had the mid-watch 
19.  Or whatever[##^^ er you know] some middle of the night watch= 
20.  =And I just saw this smattering of lights 
21.  A::ll across the horizon and our-and our 
22.  Pin [^^you know] is going straight through the middle of it 
23.  So I just call our CO.. in the middle of the night 
24.  and say “Hey sir there’s gonna be multiple contacts  
25.  that are within whatever.. um.. you know minimum distance” 
26.  And basically we’re going through a fishing fleet= 
27.  =So I just the whole for probably an hour and a half straight.. 
28.  All I was doing was aiming for the dark spots.. 
29.  You know whether there was no lights.. 
30.  And I would just try to stay as close to pin as possible.. 
31.  and just just these little fishing vessels  
32.  That are just-we’re weaving in and out of  
33.  you know so that was one of the hairier situations  
34.  but it you know it was it was a big big crew 
35.  so we usually had pretty big watch teams.. 
36.  so it-it wasn’t too bad 
37.  I would say it was worse on the cruiser than it was on the amphib. 
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Rose and the impending collision 
 

13. Nick: That’s\ hilarious\  
14.  Do you recall any challenging.. bridge.. watches?  
15. Rose: || Yes… Definitely. Um::.. (3.0) 
16.  Yeah I mean uh:: there’s a few::/.. 
17.  Um:: two-[^^I know I can tell you two or I can tell you one]= 
18.  =[^^I’ll tell you one] 
19.  um:: One that stands out in my mind i::s… 
20.  uh:: was I … [BR] [^^Let’s see] there’s been a few.. 
21.  [INH] The one that’s-[^^that was scary was the situation]= 
22.  =[^^Where we]-uh there was probably an impending collision= 
23.  =It was night we were-.. somewhere in the Western Pacific= 
24.  =where there is always a ton of traffic\ 
25.  [interruption] 
26. Nick: Um:: Sorry you uh::= 
27. Rose:           =did [I..] 
28. Nick:          [you] cut [out]   
29. Rose:             [Did I cut out?]   
30.  Nick =yeah you had mentioned there was a lot of traffic. 
31. Rose: || Um..(2.0) [^^Yeah there was]-uh There was a young CONN 
32.  And [^^there was a relatively new CO] at the time 
33.  And I-and he was very trusting and everything  
34.  And I.. I said you know “sir” 
35.  like “We have a crossing situation:: 
36.  we’re the stand on vessel::  
37.  um I think “we’re at trail shaft” 
38.  An::d.. we’re watching:: this merchant ship 
39.  [^^And its just one of those situations you have in every OOD board] 
40.  is like what is the action that you take\ 
41.  Um: we made multiple to the CO.. 
42.  Um: and at-at the end of the day this.. this merchant never tu::rned 
43.  And I remember telling the the CONN  
44.  “OK” um:: you know “Right full rudder::”.. 
45.  uh:: you know uh “port engine ahead fu-” 
46.  You know and we we ended up doing that loop that   
47.  you always hear about  
48.  [^^And I mean] and that happens on a few occasions 
49.  But the thing is the CO-you know the CO is tired 
50.  And it’s the middle of the night 
51.  And it’s hard to gage distances  
52.  And um: you know my CONN did everything that he needed to do 
53.  But I think in those moments.. um: 
54.  you don’t have time to- 
55.  [^^People don’t have time to question] and people don’t 
56.  People have to react right away  
57.  And they have to do exactly what you say 
58.  And you have to say the right thing.. 
59.  But it’s also so easy that something could have gone wrong 
60.  And I-I think about-.. There’s been other- 
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61.  There’s other situations like that 
62.  um:.. But you realize the responsibility that you have when everyone’s asleep 
63.  And even though the CO knows what he’s doing.. 
64.  You know he’s tired too. 
65.  || Um:: But I-yeah there’s.. I [@@I had] another bridge watch  
66.  Where everyone was sick cause the sea was so bad 
67.  And I was like -it was me:: and the-and the person on the helm.. 
68.  And you’re like [@@@]” alright go straight” like [@@@] 
69.  That was the middle of the ocean though. 
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Marc and “Everybody and their mom’s on the bridge” 
 

36. Nick: Do you remember a particularly challenging watch? 
37. Marc: um:: A:s on uh-as a first tour division officer? 
38. Nick: Or second tour..  
39. Marc: um:: So we [@@drove] through the Straits of Malacca..  
40.  which um::  
41.  [^^Do you want me to like describe] what that is? 
42. Nick: I-I know the straits of Malacca.. 
43. Marc: Oh okay well for the purpose of this recording.. okay.. 
44. Nick: As much as you’d like= 
45. Marc:               =Okay  
46.  [^^Well the Strait of Malacca] is:..  
47.  the:: s::econd most\ terrifying transit a ship driver can do/ 
48.  be:cause of how many ships::/ there are\.. 
49.  And how-[^^where they’re going]  
50.  Aand how fast they’re going.. 
51.  um:: So we drove through the Strait of Malacca on this frigate.. 
52.  An older frigate\  
53.  She’s now a coral reef at the bottom of the sea.. 
54.  But the transit speed was twenty five knots 
55.  and this old girl on a really good day would do twenty three knots 
56.  And that’s with a::ll bells pumping.. fucking steam flying outta the stacks 
57.  and like.. killing it..  
58.  [INH] So:: your options to::.. uh: to find a safe out 
59.  in a dangerous situation were limited\  
60.  because you were already going as fast as you could possibly go at all times.. 
61.  um:: So there was a situation on the Strait of Malacca where.. 
62.  um:: we were being overtaken by a oil ship-oil container ship.. 
63.  um:: captain was on the bridge..  
64.  but um::..you know I had the deck.. 
65.  A::nd I didn’t see the ship over taking us 
66.  So:: I ordered my: conning officer:  
67.  to come left to open up a ship  
68.  that was on our right  
69.  that I was focused on  
70.  maintaining safe space from 
71.  And I had zero visibility to my left on who was about to shove… 
72.  hundreds of thousands of tons:: up my ship 
73.  um:: Obviously we didn’t crash 
74.  but that was.. very\ very\ very\ very\ terrifying… 
75.  A::nd I had a good watch team= 
76.  =for that transit everybody and their mom’s on the bridge\  
77.  So people are like.. “Oh:: you can’t do that”.. 
78.  It wasn’t quite that nice.. there was a lot of yelling.. 
79.  But we figured it out\ and I-I-I certainly uh:: came out of that experience  
80.  feeling like I was an incompetent ship driver.. and um:: 
81.  I never wanted to go back on the bridge again.. 
82. Nick: [@@@] Was it also night? 
83. Marc: uh:: no.. This was uh:: sunrise..  
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84.  We started um:: like at\ basically as the sun was rising.. 
85. Nick: And you guys set like sea and anchor detail? 
86. Marc: mhm 
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AJ and the ice sheets 
 
26. Nick: Which uh:: watch station was the most challenging for you? 
27. AJ: um:: probably any of the CIC watches  
28.  just because I-I love being able to see the sunset::/  
29.  being able to see sunrise::..  
30.  being out\ in the fresh air.. 
31.  was probably the most\.. rewarding thing= 
32.  =[^^So I just couldn’t] stand being in CIC= 
33.  =ah I forgot my EOOW too..  
34.  damn I forgot about that [@@@] 
35. Nick: uh: [Could you recall a challenging watch?] 
36. AJ:  [############## EOOW]= 
37. Nick: uh cool 
38.  uh: Can you recall uh a challenging watch? 
39. AJ: u::m::..  
40. Nick: Everyone always has s:: has uh…  
41.  either a bridge wa::tch.. or something\ 
42.  where:: 
43. AJ: [^^Does it matter which tour?] 
44. Nick: It doesn’t matter which tour no 
45. AJ: Oh: So we went o::n  
46.  [^^We went up to the arctic] on.. my second ship\ 
47.  uh.. we were like one of the first ships to do it in a long time/… 
48.  And we went up… into::.. Baffin Bay::.. All that like.. way::: way:: north.. 
49.  We were::..  
50.  Gosh I think the highest we went was like eighty::/.. north?  
51.  like.. 
52. Nick: wow 
53. AJ:  [@@] yeah like it was so hard to plot..  
54.  because ..all the coordinates are .. 
55.  *polar* coordinates that high…  
56.  um:: and so we ended up getting stuck in an ice::..  
57.  An ice patch.. a:nd.. like floating sea ice… 
58.  And the ship was just like..  
59.  uh:: it was it was crazy.. so… 
60.  I was on watch when we first got up to the ice/  
61.  and it started to just like.. 
62.  get .. you can tell..  
63.  temperature just drops like maybe fifteen\ twenty\ degrees.. 
64.  And then all of a sudden..  
65.  like you just see ice.. everywhere..  
66.  like there was.. 
67.  You’re surrounded by it.. 
68.  And so we’re-.. the floating ice sheets= 
69.  =since you don’t know where they really are/.. 
70.  and we have like.. AGs on board and what not to help us with this but… 
71.  [^^You just can’t avoid that kinda stuff] like= 
72.  =[^^But that was probably the most] challenging::..  
73.  watch\ that I had/  
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74.  [^^because I ended up] staying up as the navigator::  
75.  for::.. [^^until we got out of the ice]..  
76.  And back onto like.. some kinda solid course away from the ice..  
77.  um::.. [^^That was probably one of the most] challenging watches I’ve had..  
78.  like I turned the OOD over to the CO and just like look… 
79.  “CO has the CONN and OOD”  
80.  and … if you-[@@@] LOG it.. make sure-like.. 
81.  “Don’t eff this one up.. he’s got it”… and so.. that was.. that was probably 
82.  challenging- it was scary 
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Tim and the “You can still hit an anchored vessel” 
 
34. Nick:  uh What’s an example of uh.. of a bad watch turn over that you experienced? 
35. Tim:  uh oh God.. um I can’t remember.. where we were.. but it was on deployment/ 
36.  A::nd.. uh.. its like dawn\=So its kinda hard to see::  
37.  It’s right at that time where..  
38.  The sun’s come up just enough to wher:e..  
39.  your night vision is completely: screwed\  
40.  um:.. And things are just like\ looking really.. weird and blurry on the horizon.. 
41.  um:: But I don’t even need to worry about the horizon at this point\ cause  
42.  I walk up and there’s just ships\ ..everywhere\..  
43.  An::d like my heart like just dropped\  
44.  I was like “o:h my god.. what did I just walk into?”.. 
45.  || And I go to the the port bridge wing and there’s just-ship..  
46.  Every-like I’m talking-like-connect the dots:\ There’s no.. way around it.  
47.  I was like ok.. so I go to the starboard bridge wing  
48.  thinking maybe it’s clear on the starboard side\  
49.  Ships everywhere\ I was like.. alright.  
50.  I look behind us.. but its clear\ its clear back there.  
51.  I’m like “[Why are we driving ourselves into the middle of this?]” .. 
52.  So I go up forward\ to the VMS\ and.. the track laid takes us right there.  
53.  But no one called NAV to let him know “Oh by the way.. this happens to be an  
54.  anchorage.. spot.. that.. isn’t really updated on VMS:.. 
55.  but all these people are anchored here cause they’re waiting to go somewhere”..  
56.  where ever we were. 
57.  [INH] And so I ask the OOD I was like.. “what’s going on?”  
58.  And she’s like.. “I’m just following the track”  
59.  And I was like “Does the captain know about any of these vessels?”..  
60.  And she’s like “No they’re anchored”.. 
61.  And I was like “We can still hit an anchored vessel like you know that right?..  
62.  And shes like “[^^Just take the watch]..  
63.  And I was like “[@@ absolutely not]”..  
64.  So I go over and I call the captain= 
65.  =She’s like “[↑↑ [^^ You can’t do that!]]  
66.  And I was like.. “Pretty sure the standing orders tell me to do exactly this”.. 
67.  So:: um: I call the captain: [^^and I should have called the navigator first\] 
68.  that was my big mistake.  
69.  uh:: And I was like “ma’:am”  
70.  I just-you know\ I started just listing off contact reports..  
71.  without writing anything down. I’m just like going left to right..  
72.  You kn-[^^contact reports and the whole time the OOD is like pissed off at me\] 
73.  She just wants to get off watch.. Cause she’s coming off the 3-6..  
74.  And um.. And I was like “Look I’m not taking this watch right now/ um Ma’am”  
75.  uh:: you know “I recommend either you:: [^^or the XO come up]”= 
76.  =And she’s like “Have you called the navigator?”..  
77.  And I was like “oh:: no” and I was like a really junior OOD at this point/  
78.  And I definitely should have called the navigator first/  
79.  u::m.. So I call NAV.. He comes up..  
80.  He’s just.. he’s pissed off.. right/  
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81.  So like he’s.. [^^he’s a grumpy dude anyway]  
82.  and he’s one of those guys that..  
83.  just needed to get out of the navy/.. um..  
84.  But he’s like yelling at me:: for calling the captain first  
85.  And I was like “[↑↑ Can we just put that aside for a second?] 
86.  And get us out of this situation?” Cause like.. [^^yeah]\  
87.  but um.. I’m talking CPAs::… couple hundred yards/  
88.  off some of these vessels/ 
89.  And she was still going like 8 knots when I went up there/  
90.  And I was like “This is way too fast\ like we need to be going like bare steerage  
91.  way at this point like this is dangerous.”  
92.  um:: So:: [^^we ended up having] to:: uh.. 
93.  [^^We were so deep into it at this point] that we just had to keep going/  
94.  But.. we had to like play this slalom thing\ to get through um::  
95.  And yeah that was a really really crappy turnover.  
96.  [^^And it was all about her just wanting to get of watch]..  
97.  [^^She didn’t care.] 
98.  She was just gonna follow the track.. It didn’t matter that..  
99.  There was this anchorage that wasn’t plotted on GPS\ or VMS\.. Yeah..  
100.  And it really pissed me off and yeah... 
101.  And I-[^^I would tell] all of our JOODs and OODs that  
102.  are learning.. you know their way= 
103.  =I was like look.. like this is my story\ I always told them  
104.  this story and I was like “Just because there’s a track\..  
105.  doesn’t mean you follow it to a T\..  
106.  If you have to.. you know if there’s any surprises you have to call the  
107.  navigator.. and then the captain”..  
108.  And uh::.. [^^Some of them didn’t believe me] until they saw it for  
109.  themselves.. Like what kinda of turn overs you could get um but yeah. 
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Appendix B 
U.S. Naval Officer ranks 

 
Note: “Captain” or “Commanding Office” is the title for the officer who commands a ship. 
However, their actual rank could be a LCDR, CDR, CPT, or Admiral. 
 
Pay Grade Rank    Abbreviation 
O-1  Ensign    ENS 
O-2  Lieutenant Junior Grade LTJG 
O-3  Lieutenant   LT 
O-4  Lieutenant Commander LCDR 
O-5  Commander   CDR 
O-6  Captain   CPT 
O-7  Rear Admiral Lower Half RDML 
O-8  Rear Admiral Upper Half RADM 
O-9  Vice Admiral   VADM 
O-10  Admiral   ADM 
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Appendix C 
Generic hierarchy on board a U.S. Navy Ship 
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Appendix D 
Bridge schematic 

 
Note: While the schematic represented here is from the FITZGERALD collision report, it still 
represents the typical bridge layout. The bridge is always manned with by an OOD, JOOD, 
CONN, QMOW (Quartermaster of the Watch), BMOW (Boatswain-mate of the Watch), and 
HELM. Also, the OOD, JOOD, CONN, and BMOW are not fastened to those specific locations, 
as maintaining situational awareness requires movement about the bridge. 
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Appendix E 
Standard commands 

 
Note: This appendix is not meant to be an exhaustive explanation of the “Standard Commands”, 
but is made available to provide some examples for context. These examples are drawn from 
Stavridis (2000:142-145) 
 
Dialogue is between the Conning Officer and the Helmsman. 
 
Steering commands 
 
When a specific amount of rudder is desired, and a course is specified: 
CONN: “Right full rudder (or right standard rudder) steady on course 350” (read   
  “three five zero”) 
Helm:  “Right full (standard) rudder, aye, sir or ma’am 
Helm:  “My rudder is right full (standard), coming to course 350” 
CONN: “Very well or aye, aye” 
Helm:  “Steady on course 350 sir or m’am” 
CONN: “Very well or aye, aye” 
 
When a course change is less than ten degrees 
CONN: “Com right, steer course ____” 
Helm:  “Come right, steer course ____, ay, sir or ma’am” 
Helm:  “Steady, course, checking course ____ magnetic, sir or ma’am” 
CONN: “Very well or aye, aye” 
 
Engine order commands to the lee helm 
 
CONN: “All engines ahead one-third, indicate zero eight revolutions for six knots” 
Helm:  “All engines ahead one-third, indicate zero eight revolutions for six knots,   
  aye sir or ma’am” 
Helm:  “Engine room answers all ahead one third. Indicating zero eight eight   
  revolutions for six knots, sir or ma’am. 
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